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Budget means big cash for Memorial 
RYANHOULT 
Danny Willian, Ed Byrne, Joan Burke, Loyola Sullivan and Axel Meisen all have something to say about this year's provincial budget. Check out Pages 
4 and 5 to see exactly what. 
Turmoil in pharmacy programs irks students 
Low completion rate 
has many questioning 
quality of Masters 
program 
BY ALEX BILL 
The drop-out rate in the School of 
Pharmacy's Masters and PhD pro-
grams has got a lot of students wor-
ried. 
The completion rate for the Masters 
program in pharmacy is at 56 per cent 
- almost 20 per cent lower than the 
other physical sciences (chemistry, 
biology, physics etc). And, all three 
students who've enrolled in the PhD 
program since it was created in 2001 
failed to graduate. 
"The School of Pharmacy is noto-
rious within the Graduate Students' 
Union (GSU)," said Sherrie McCarthy, 
VP external for the GSU. "There's def-
initely something wrong that needs to 
be addressed." 
The consensus from all sides is that 
supervisor-student relationships are 
the source of the problem, though 
opinions differ on why. 
Chet Jablonski, dean of graduate 
studies, and Linda Hensman, direc-
tor of the School of Pharmacy, were 
wary of putting any blame on indi-
viduals. 
"Supervisors and their students are 
really co-dependent of each other," 
said Jablonski. "In that kind of situ-
ation the expectations are high, and 
sometimes, for a variety of reasons, 
the wheels come off." 
Of the three PhD students, An as El-
Aneed switched back to the Masters 
program before switching to biochem-
istry, Majde Takieddin quit the pro-
gram after two years, and Kassem 
Abouchehade had his program ter-
minated in 2005. 
Takieddin says the relationship 
with his supervisor was abysmal, and 
if he didn't quit, his supervisor would 
have tried to remove him. 
Abouchehade declined comment 
while his program's termination is 
before an appeals committee, and 
El-Aneed could not be reached as of 
press time. 
The dispute mechanism in place for 
supervisor-student disputes general-
ly involves talking with the supervi-
sor, and then a committee. If that fails, 
Bensman recommends going to the 
GSU or even the Counselling Centre 
for emotional support. 
"Being a small school, we really 
don't have the luxury of a variety of 
different faculty to provide them with 
an option of changing [supervisors] 
within the school," said Hensman. 
She says the School of Pharmacy 
has faced problems in the past with 
lab and social space, and minor super-
visor conflicts in the past. However, 
she and J ablosnki are particularly con-
cerned over the current state of af-
fairs. 
"Clearly, the pharmacy doctoral 
program has not gotten off to a good 
start and we are proceeding cautious-
ly," said Jablonski. 
Meanwhile, former pharmacy 
Masters student Ayenew Ashenef 
wishes Memorial would increase the 
budget to pharmacy so the school 
could provide other options to stu-
dents. 
But Hensman says that isn't prac-
tical. She says attracting new faculty 
is often difficult, and expanding the 
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Students at 
Aquarena 
underpaid, 
unrepresented: 
ex-lifeguard 
BY SHEENA GOODYEAR 
When the Aquarena rolled out its con-
troversial notice asking lifeguards to 
hand in exam conflicts within a week 
after exam schedules were posted, ex-
lifeguard Tim Corbett wasn't sur-
prised. But, Aquarena management 
says they were just trying to help. 
The notice reads: "Any one who 
hands in their conflicts on time will 
be guaranteed those shifts off. Any 
one who does not is on there own and 
will be expected to show up for their 
scheduled shifts." [sic] 
Corbett says this is just one more 
instance of Aquarena management 
being unfair to students, but Manager 
of Aquatics and Recreation Janet 
O'Connor doesn't see it that way. 
"It's not a policy, it's not a require-
ment, no one has to follow this," she 
said. "Basically what we're trying to 
do is help. In my department there's 
about a hundred lifeguard instructors, 
and we just tried to help them out." 
Out of the 300 employees at the 
Aquarena, 250 are students. All the 
lifeguards are part-time. O'Connor 
says everyone looks for time off dur-
ing exams and students become very 
stressed. 
"We said, 'Let's alleviate this pres-
sure.' So, we put up a replacement plan 
to try to help them out," she said. "We 
certainly didn't want to upset any-
body. We just wanted to give them a 
hand and help them have a stress-free 
study period for exams." 
Corbett says the Aquarena man-
agement takes advantage of the fact 
that most employees are students who 
don't know their rights. 
"Students don't matter. They're only 
going to be here for a couple years any-
way," said Corbett. 
Corbett says lifeguards at the 
Aquarena are drastically underpaid 
compared to other pools, but students 
choose to work there because it's on 
campus, and a lot of them don't have 
transportation. 
He says the contract signed in 2004 
was negotiated bya union offull-time 
employees and, because students are 
part-time, there was no student rep-
resentation. 
"I felt that when we renegotiated 
our contract, the union sold us out," 
he said. 
Currently, Aquarena lifeguards 
make between $8-45 and $9.66 per 
hour, plus eight per cent in lieu of 
benefits. This is scheduled to go up 
by about 19 cents in July. 
City of St. John's pools like 
Wedgewood Park and the Mews 
Centre pay lifeguards $9.49 an hour 
to guards in their first year, but that 
salary rises to $13.18 the next year, and 
goes as high as $18.05 for head life-
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The Independent published its last issue Sunday, 
but Ryan Cleary says it can be saved 
BY SHEENA GOODYEAR 
Ryan Cleary's 1984 high-school year-
book ambition was to be a journalist, 
and The Independent helped him fulfil 
that ambition. But, those dreams came 
crashing down Sunday when the week-
ly alternative newspaper published its 
last issue. 
Despite paid circulation rising over 
the last year, advertising revenue went 
down, leaving the paper unable to stay 
afloat after only three years in publi-
cation. 
Cleary worked a year and a half with 
The Newfoundland Herald, and 13 years 
with The Telegram before becoming 
managing editor of The Independent. 
"I think that a newspaper is a reflec-
tion of the people and the place," said 
Cleary. "The reason I left The Telegram, 
the reason I was fired from The Herald, 
is I did not believe that the papers that 
we had were reflections of the peo-
ple and the place. I believe that The 
Independent is a good reflection of the 
people and the place." 
Cleary reflected on his time with The 
Independent in his third-story office 
by the harbour, littered with newspa-
per clippings, maps, pictures of his two 
sons, and books about the history of 
Newfoundland and Labrador, particu-
larly on the topic of confederation. 
He said he was drawn to the paper 
because of the pink, white, and green 
flag in the masthead. 
"I didn't really know much about it 
before I came here. But, I was drawn to 
it. I like the fact that it's kind of a state-
ment. A statement about what, I don't 
know," he said. "I was drawn to the pa-
per because I think that people need an 
image makeover. I think that before 
((Every newspaper in this 
province is owned by 
Transcontinental. In other 
words theres one voice. 
That's not good for the 
reader, and that's not good 
for the advertiser. I think 
The Independent's good 
for Newfoundland and 
Labrador:' - Ryan Cleary, 
managing editor of The 
Independent. 
anyone else can see a Newfoundlander 
different or a Labradorian different, we 
have to see ourselves as different." 
The cover of his first issue hangs on 
his wall. It features Mayor Andy Wells 
dressed as an elf for St. Patrick's Day. 
"One of the first projects we took 
on was a cost-benefit analysis of 
Confederation. It nearly killed me. I 
used to get pains in my left arm - used 
to think it was a heart attack," he said. 
"We got it done. And, what we 
showed is that we are not a drain 
on Confederation. That's what The 
Independent has been about - raising 
questions, and then answering them. 
That is the essence of a journalist." 
Cleary says Newfoundland and 
Labrador needs an alternative news-
paper like The Independent. 
"Every newspaper in this province 
is owned by Transcontinental. In other 
' words there's one voice. That's not good 
for the reader, and that's not good for 
the advertiser," Cleary said. "I think The 
Independent's good for Newfoundland 
and Labrador." 
Inside the small office by the har-
bour's bubble, scattered with Macs and 
PCs, and a staff of less than 20, The 
Independent catered to 40,000 readers 
a week. On Sunday they lowered the 
pink, green and white flag to half mast 
to symbolize the paper's death. 
But, Cleary is on a mission to resur-
rect the paper. He says he has newspa-
per ink in his blood, and he can't envi-
sion working in broadcast journalism. 
He loves the newspaper and the prov-
ince and he doesn't want to leave ei-
ther - especially with two sons and a 
wife at home. 
"What I'm trying to do is make 
this paper self-sufficient," said Cleary. 
"What we get from a lot of advertisers 
is 'Good product. I really like it. I'm 
going to do it, but not yet.' Well now 
its fish, or cut bait. If people want The 
Independent, help us keep it. If they 
don't, it's gone." 
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Thieves target 
university bank 
account 
BY JUANITA KING 
While students worry whether or 
not they're getting ripped off on eBay 
purchases, the university has to deal 
with the big boys of fraud. 
Recently, Memorial's bank ac-
count had a request for $28,500 US 
to be transferred to a bank in Japan. 
Fortunately, before the transfer went 
. through it was identified as fraud-
ulent. 
This isn't the first time Memorial 
has been the target of bank fraud. 
"Over the years, we have encoun-
tered similar attempts with counter-
feit cheques," said Brian Colbourne, 
Memorial's director of financial ser-
vices, in a press release. 
The counterfeit cheques look 
like the university's cheques, but 
they are not legitimate. The Royal 
Newfoundland Constabulary is cur-
rently investigating. 
"We received a complaint from 
MUN regarding fraudulent cheques 
from a period of June to the end of 
March," said Constable Georgina 
Short. "Our complaints came from 
MUN's security; they passed over 
this information to us." 
Colbourne says that 55 counter-
feit cheques totalling over $1 million 
went through Memorial's security 
process since last year, but none '-x.ere 
successfully cashed. 
Short says details about the inves-
tigation are not being released be-
cause it is ongoing. 
While this sort of fraud is com-
mon among big organizations like 
Memorial and other universities, in-
stances of it have been growing, with 
an increased reliance on the Internet 
for transactions. 
As fraudulent cheques are becom-
ing more common, Colbourne says 
Memorial's bank account remains safe from hackers. 
that direct depositing of funds to the 
university is the best way to ensure 
fewer of these occurrences. 
Short also says that, in spite of the 
fraudulent attempts, Memorial re-
mains in good financial condition. 
"At the time, it does not appear 
that MUN is out any money," she 
said. 
Problems with bank fraud at uni-
versities are not limited to Memorial, 
or even Canada. 1be Higher Education 
Funding Council for England looked 
into complaints from universities in 
the United Kingdom about fraudu-
lent attempts similar to those occur-
ring at Memorial. 
One UK university reported a 
transfer request for £9,700.10 direct 
to the bank of Toyo Trading Kita 
Toyo, Japan. It was confirmed that 
the university signatures were not 
valid, and the financial transfer was 
stopped. The Council's web site says 
CHRIS NICHOLAS 
that similar instances of fraud are 
common in the UK. 
While Memorial has been fortu-
nate not to get fooled by the cheques, 
incidents like those occurring from 
June to March are keeping the uni-
versity on its toes with an eye on its 
wallet. 
Council to up their salaries at last meeting of the year 
MUNSU BEAT 
BY KATIE HYSLOP 
Welcome to the last MUN SU Beat of 
the term. My name is Katie Hyslop, 
and I will be replacing Sheena 
Goodyear for this, and all your beats, 
from now until next April. 
I will do my best to fill her shoes 
- although they may need to be 
stretched. You could park ships at 
my Docs. 
Now if you'll kindly follow me, I 
will lead you through a play-by-play 
of last weeks' Memorial University 
Students' Union (MUNSU) meeting. 
They are every Wednesday at 5:00 pm 
in UC-2ooi. 
• Chief Returning Officer (CRO) 
Jennifer McGraw and deputy CRO 
Nick Wells presented the MUNSU 
election report and proposed chang-
es to the by-laws on posters, publicity, 
and polling station protocol. 
The council suggested making 
polling stations more recognizable 
to students. 
VP Finance Mike Lovell suggest-
ed poll monitors should have crowns, 
while President Cletus Flaherty was 
in favour of them wearing capes. 
• Flaherty said MUNSU executives 
are the least paid of all the undergrad-
uate student unions in Canada, and 
salary increases will be discussed at 
the next meeting. 
'Their decision will be made after 
The Muse's final paper of the semes-
ter. We'll bring you up to speed on 
May18. 
"I grossed $16,ooo this year. Our 
VP's make $14,500. Brock University, 
their president makes $36,ooo and 
has socialized housing," said Flaherty. 
"Essentially, you're better off finan-
cially by going through student loans. 
... People out there are making ob-
scene amounts of money, and l don't 
think we need to go as close as that, 
but I think we need to keep ahead 
of the cost-of-living curve. So, boo-
h )) ya . 
• Lovell motioned for an external 
relations seal hunt policy.that would 
see MUNSU take an official pro-seal 
hunt stance. Flaherty said he is pro-
seal hunt, but believes that the stance 
would create controversy in the me-
dia, with whom he'd rather not dis-
cuss the issue. 
Arts Rep Chad Griffiths disagreed, 
arguing that MUNSU has a place 
in social justice issues, such as the 
hunt. 
Residence Rep Matthew Sheppard 
agreed with Griffiths, noting the 
council has official pro-life and pro-
gay marriage stances, and that the 
seal hunt is no different. 
Flaherty said that it was a pro-
vincial issue, not a Memorial issue, 
adding that "Just because I'm the 
president of MUNSU now, doesn't 
mean I'm going to be premier of 
Newfoundland tomorrow." 
"Not with that attitude you're 
not," said Councillor-At-Large James 
Farrell. 
The policy was put to a vc;>te with 12 
members for, 12 against, and an ab-
stention by Farrell. A quick recess was 
called to find the definition of absten-
tion, and it was determined that since 
Farrell didn't vote yes, it was a vote for 
no and the policy did not pass. 
• Axel Meisen will be taking a tour 
of the Curtis Residence house, the 
only residence whose furniture is not 
fixed, and has not been replaced since 
the 1960s. 
Flaherty suggested Meisen be tak-
en to the third floor bathroom of 
Barnes house instead. 
"He'll be grossed out for the rest 
of his life," he said. 
Take a break from the books. 
Your student recreation fee gives you 
access to a variety of fitness programs 
and services at The Works. For more 
information call us or visit us online. 
Aquarena 737-3799 Field House 737-3000 
www.theworksonline.ca 
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Finance Minister Loyola Sullivan delivers his budget speech to the House of Commons on March 28. 
Budget boosts Memorial's funding by 25 per cent 
University to spend 
money on new 
residences, science 
building 
BY SHEENA GOODYEAR 
The province is sailing in the black as 
this year's budget boasts a $6.2 mil-
lion surplus, with over $302 million 
of it to be spent on post-secondary 
education. 
"We have a moral obligation to 
provide a solid educational founda-
tion to those whose future is in our 
hands," said Finance Minister Loyola 
Sullivan in his speech to the House of 
Commons on March 28. 
Memorial University is getting an 
infusion of over $20 million for reno-
vations and over $196 million to spend 
as it chooses - the total funding is up 
by 25 per cent from last year. 
The College of the North Atlantic's 
funding has also been upped about 26 
per cent since last year's estimates, 
with an overall budget of about $69 
million. 
President Axel Meisen is happy 
with the boost, and says the univer-
sity will decide how to spend the mon-
ey over the next ft!w weeks. But, new 
residences, renovations to existing 
residences, and a new science build-
ing are all top priorities. 
"Residences are on our list, that's 
in fact a very high priority," said 
Meis en. 
Meisen speculates a new residence 
building would cost about $60 mil-
lion, and that some budget money 
will have to be reserved for research, 
salary increases, teaching equipment, 
and other infrastructure. 
Memorial's Students' Union 
President Cletus Flaherty says the 
university needs to talk to the union 
and students before making spend-
ing decisions. Though he agrees MUN 
needs a new residence building. 
"The students of Memorial have to 
have a say in project development," 
said Flaherty. "But I would venture to 
say that any new construction should 
be done with student space in mind, 
particularly the residences. Our resi-
dences are very out of date. The living 
space for students is not fit." 
On top of this, the budget main-
tains the tuition freeze next year, 
though both Sullivan and Education 
Minister Joan Burke say they can't 
speculate past 2007. 
Since the government already 
planned to keep tuition frozen this 
year, Flaherty is happy, but not sur-
prised. 
"This budget is a good starting step, 
a good budget overall for students, 
however there is still some issues that 
need to be addressed," said Flaherty. 
"Student debt is still growing. 
We just need to make sure that the 
Williams government realizes that 
this hasn't fixed everything." 
NDP Leader Jack Harris echoed 
Flaherty's statements, saying the 
boost to education was great, but 
more needs to be done to address 
student debt, such as replacing the 
Student Loans Program with needs-
based grants. 
"You know, a tuition freeze is one 
thing, and I think that everybody's 
happy to see that, but there's still this 
disproportionate cost of post-second-
ary education for students who live 
Kate Andrews 
far being selec·ted 
''Amazing Student of the Wee 
Faculty of Arts, Anthropology/Russ 
4th Year,. St John's 
away from the centre in which the 
education is given, which is a chal-
lenge for the Corner Brook or College 
of the North Atlantic location," said 
Harris. 
"[The government] didn't do any-
thing to really help post-secondary 
students have a more reasonable cost 
for their education. It's a missed op-
portunity," he added. 
Post-secondary funding is cen-
tred on the skilled trades, leaving 
Memorial's arts and humanities in 
the cold. 
The budget allocates $1.1 million 
for a research and training ship for 
MUN's Marine Institute, $500,ooo for 
MUN's Offshore Safety and Survival 
Centre, and $600,000 for MUN's 
Apprenticeship Training Program. 
Also, a $100,000 Skills Task Force 
will be set up to keep an eye on where 
industry is moving, and whether post-
secondary institutions are moving in 
the right direction. 
Burke and Sullivan say trades are 
where the job market is, and boosting 
trades is the best way to keep students 
in the province after graduation. 
"As we develop industry and as we 
develop trades in this province, peo-
ple will stay," said Burke. "We cer-
tainly have done some general ini-
tiatives right now as well with the 
university." 
"You have to look at the job market 
field, and the people out there are cry-
ing out for skilled trades. The univer-
sity enrolment has been going up, and 
we want to see that continue," said 
Sullivan. "There's a void out here, and 
we have work to fill, and we want peo-
ple to be working here in our prov-
ince, not somewhere else." 
Meisen notes, however, that while 
the budget didn't address Memorial's 
humanities programs specially, there 
was a big funding boost to the St. 
John's arts community at large. 
This year's budget showed increased 
funding for the Newfoundland and 
Labrador Arts Program and the 
Provincial Art Gallery at The Rooms, 
as well as promising renovations for 
the LSPU Hall theatre. 
"We will be accessing part of that," 
said Meisen. "My view is that culture 
and heritage are two very important 
aspects and we will see to it that they 
get attended to." 
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Budget 2006: Highlights 
BY SHEENA GOODYEAR 
Just one year after forecasting a 
deficit of $492.5 million, Finance 
Minister Loyola Sullivan announced 
an actual surplus of $76.5 million 
for the year 2005-06, with a pre-
dicted surplus of $6.2 million for 
next year. 
Sullivan attributes this huge 
News 
growth to the negotiation of the 
Atlantic Accord in 2005, as well as 
the rising price of oil, which is es-
timated at $57 US a barrel. 
"There's a great feeling of pride in 
this province right now, and we're 
on the move," said Premier Danny 
Williams. 
The budget was called The Right 
Choices: Momentum for Growth and 
Page 5 
Prosperity, though NDP Leader Jack 
Harris says it's made up of wrong 
choices, criticizing the government 
for not using its surplus to impact 
the lives of ordinary people. 
GRAPHIC: DUNCAN DE YOUNG AND SHEENA GOODYEAR 
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Storm survivor graces Newfoundland 
IANVATCHER 
Last week was busy for 83-year old WWII veteran Lanier Phillips, who came to St. John,s to talk with Newfoundlanders like Premier Danny Williams. He told them about surviving the 
storm that claimed the lives of many soldiers aboard the American naval vessels Truxtun and Pollux 64 years ago, and the hospitality he received from the people of the Burin peninsula 
community of St. Lawrence. He also talked about growing up amidst racial discrimination in his native Georgia. There's recently been talk about a film based on Lanier,s experience. 
West 49 sparks competition for local skateboard shops 
Big franchise not a 
threat: local shop 
owner 
BY RODNEY DROVER 
Since the grand opening of a local link 
in the West 49 chain, young people 
have been itching to check out the 
new store - if they haven't already. 
But the lengthy lineup at Saturday's 
grand opening in the Avalon Mall 
means competition for local skate-
board shops. 
West 49 is a nationwide string of 
skateboard/snowboard shops that un-
til now stuck to the western side of the 
Gulf. With all the hype, less-main-
stream shops in the city may have 
something to worry about. 
JUSTIN MADOL 
But local shop owner Dave Hiscock 
isn't afraid of the western retail gi-
ant. Hiscock is the man behind X-
.it Skates - one of the few skate shops 
in the city. Small skateboarding shops are in for competition as business is booming at West 49 in the Avalon Mall. 
"Competition is a good thing in this 
case," said Hiscock. 
Hiscock says the opening of West 
49 motivates him to expand his shop's 
influence on the local skateboarding 
EXTENDED EVENING BUYS ON: 
Mondav, April 17, Wednesdav, April 19 & 
Thursdav, April 20 
Location: 
MAIN FLOOR HATCHER HOUSE 
Hours:& m-9 m 
scene. He says X-it shows no signs of 
slowing down in the face of competi-
tion. In fact, the shop is set for face-
lift in the near future. 
"After we expand, we'll have over 
six thousand square feet of shop space 
... and a full indoor [skate park],'' he 
said. 
The smell of new paint is always in 
the air at the shop, and Hiscock en-
sures that business has been booming, 
even since West 49's grand opening. 
"I was worried at first, but that last 
Saturday we had a record in sales for 
the past three months," he said. "That 
cleared my mind up a little bit." 
X-it's direct involvement with the 
local scene is what Hiscock is hop-
ing will give it the edge over the fran-
chise. 
"\'Ve try to hook as many people up 
as we can, and we give [local skate-
boarders] a place to skate indoors 
when it's raining or snowing," he said. 
"Hopefully people will see we're do-
ing that and they'll support the local 
scene and market." 
"Right now we're just focusing on 
marketing, and lother strategies] that 
will get people to come here,'' he add-
ed. "This is what needs to be done in 
order to avoid an uphill battle with 
West 49's mass appeal." 
West 49 could not be reached for 
comment as of press time. 
-~~- ---- - -
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VLTs get a makeover to curb addictiveness 
Budget doesn't 
addressVLT 
problems: NDP 
BY KATIE HYSLOP 
Video Lottery Terminals across the 
province will undergo a seeming-
ly minor change between now and 
August, with the hopes that it will 
have major effects. 
In an effort to curb gambling ad-
dictions, the stop button will be re-
moved from all the terminals in the 
province. 
The stop button allows Video 
Lottery Terminal (VLT) players to 
stop the game at will, waiting ap-
proximately half a second for results, 
instead of the three and a half sec-
onds the game normally lasts. 
According to the Atlantic Lottery 
Corporation's Responsible Gaming 
Specialist, Scott Costen, this pro-
vides players with a false sense of 
control - known as gambler's fallacy 
- over the outcome of the game. 
"In the case of the VLTs, as soon as 
you hit the spin button, the outcome 
is determined, so the stop button has 
no effect," said Costen. "By remov-
ing the stop button feature, we are 
reducing a false sense of control." 
Costen also believes that keeping 
the speed of play to three and a half 
seconds will reduce how much mon-
ey a player can lose on the game, be-
cau~e it will reduce the amount of 
games they can play in a given pe-
riod of time. 
The provincial government made 
a promise last year to reduce the 
amount of VLTs in the province by 
15 per cent - a promise that they had 
yet to even begin making good on 
before the budget was announced 
on March 28. 
This year's budget saw Finance 
Minister Loyola Sullivan renew the 
promise, and announcing that the 
province has taken a step towards 
its fulfillment by removing 90 VLTs 
by April 1 this year. 
"We are now on a track with a plan 
to remove 428 VLTs by April 1, 2010 
- a total reduction of almost 16 per 
cent. In addition, our government 
is considering other options aimed 
at reducing problem gambling, and 
further initiatives may be expected 
in the near future," said Sullivan in 
his budget speech to the House of 
Commons. 
The provincial government also 
plans to put $1 million towards 
strengthening gambling addiction 
assistance resources on top of the 
$1.1 million they plan to invest in 
the $3 million addiction treatment 
facility to be constructed in Corner 
Brook. 
But, opponents say this is not 
enough, and that the provincial gov-
ernment is taking too long to im-
plement their promise to remove 15 
per cent of the 2,700 VLTs in the 
provipce. 
"That was something that was 
announced in last year's budget. 
1here is no new news this year," 
said Labrador West MHA Randy 
Collins. "I was kind of hoping that 
they would take a new look, given the 
fact that there's a whole lot of new 
money coming in from other sourc-
es. I was hoping that they'd take a 
lot more aggressive action on VLTs 
than they did today." 
The Atlantic Lottery Corporation 
is owned and governed by the pro-
vincial governments of the Atlantic 
provinces. 
Nova Scotia has already removed 
the stop button from their VLTs, 
slowed down the speed of their 
games, and shut down access to VLTs 
after 12:00 am. Newfoundland and 
Labrador shuts down VLTs at 2:00 
am. 
With files from Sheena Goodyear 
Info from Newfoundland and 
Labt'Udor Gamblinl Prevalence 
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·Exam replacement policy troubles some stu-
dents; management says it treats students well 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 
guards. Lifeguards in Mount Pearl 
make even more. 
O'Connor says that while man-
agement does not set the wages, she 
believes them to be fair. 
"There are some places in the city 
that get paid more, but as a part-
time job [the pay is] not unreason-
able, I don't think. That's just a per-
sonal opinion," she said. 
Corbett says part-time lifeguards 
sometimes work up to full-time 
hours without getting full-time 
benefits. 
O'Connor says the pool does not 
have any scheduled full-time shifts, 
and students who work that many 
hours are rare and do so by choice, 
with the hours broken up. 
She says the Aquarena hires stu-
dents because they're good workers, 
and they need the financial boost. 
It makes sense for them· to work 
part-time, because they're going to 
school as well. 
"[Students are] dependable. We've 
had absolutely no trouble with them. 
Most of them are here because they 
like working with the children. 
We're a part of MUN and we want to 
help these guys financially as well," 
said O'Connor. 
Corbett was a lifeguard and in-
structor between 2002 and 2004. 
He says he was fired from his job 
when he skipped a lesson to take 
part in a musical. 
Students at the Aquarena can get 
shifts replaced for lifeguarding, but 
are encouraged not to miss swim 
lessons so that parents and children 
can have instructor consistency - a 
public relations problem many swim 
programs encounter. 
Corbett says before he missed his 
would-be final lesson he gave no-
tice ahead of time and had his re-
placement instructor come in the 
week before to meet the children 
and parents. 
"Pretty much, I felt really, really 
scammed, because I went through 
all the work to get someone to come 
in and meet the kids' parents and 
say 'Hey, this is so-and-so, they're 
going to be taking care of your kids 
next week because I have a musi-
cal in which I have a main princi-
ple role.' I couldn't miss it," said 
Corbett. 
Corbett got his job back through 
union negotiations, but later quit 
when something better came along. 
He now works at The Keg steak-
house, where he says the situation 
is much better. 
"The long and the short of the 
problem is that they know if they 
were to fire every single lifeguard at 
the Aquarena, they could hire an en-
tire new staff," said Corbett. "And, 
because of that they know that they 
can underpay lifeguards, they can 
treat them like crap." 
All three PhD students fail to graduate 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 
graduate pharmacy program would 
only put an increased burden on the 
supervisors who are already there. 
McCarthy and the GSU would 
rather see the university do an in-
ternal review of the program. If that 
doesn't yield results, they say MUN 
should cancel the PhD program al-
together. 
"I would like to see that happen 
if they can't fix the problems," said 
McCarthy. "A 100 per cent failure rate 
- that's just not acceptable." 
Both Jablonski and Bensman are 
open to an internal review, but re-
fute the idea of eliminating the pro-
gram. 
''I'd certainly think that if there 
were significant supervisory issues we 
would have to look at what that meant 
with respect to future acceptance of 
graduate students," said Bensman. 
"That's certainly an area that would 
require an awful lot of discussion and 
exploration before any decision was 
made as to what to do." 
GRAB A GROUP - INCREDIBLE SAVINGS! 
You've worked hard, 
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Nine per cent of grads rock the vote 
Three positions 
acclaimed in GSU 
election 
BY KATIE HYSLOP 
Memorial 's Graduate Students' 
Union general election results fol-
lowed the trend of the undergradu-
ate students' union general election 
with three acclamations and only 
two positions up for vote - VP aca-
demic and VP finance. 
The final vote count appointed 
Kelly Greenfield as VP academic, 
and Adam Gogacz as VP finance. 
Kelly Hickey was acclaimed as pres-
ident, Leisha Sagan reprised her role 
as VP communications and research, 
and Leah Fusco took VP internal. 
"The past several years have had 
several acclamations to the Graduate 
Students' Union (GSU). It's never 
easy to gauge voter interest or stu-
dent interest," said Sagan. 
"However, the races of VP aca-
demic and VP finance did have a 
number of candidates and that was 
very positive to see. I don't think 
acclamations are a sign of voter ap-
athy considering the high number 
of candidates in the other VP po-
sitions." 
The voter turnout increased from 
last year's 125 votes to i8o this year -
bringing it to nine per cent ofMUN's 
graduate student population. 
"There's a lot of graduate students 
that just don't have the time to get in-
volved in politics, and some of them 
say that they are here to get their de-
grees and that's all they want to do," 
said Gogacz. 
Greenfield agrees with Gogacz 
and added that graduate turnout 
was something she wanted to work 
on increasing, not only in GSU elec-
tions, but also in other grad student 
events and functions. 
A graduate of the University of 
Windsor, Greenfield is working on 
her PhD in Sociology at MUN. She's 
new to the GSU, but at her old cam-
pus she was graduate student rep for 
two vears, and worked at the worn-, 
en's centre and 'the Ontario Public 
Information Research Group. 
"I think the VP academic posi-
tion is an important one because it 
plays a direct role in ensuring stu-
. . 
dent success - basically the one area 
that unites us all as graduate stu-
dents, and that is our academic stud-
ies," said Greenfield. 
"I want to maintain an open door 
policy, so I'm ensuring that I will 
hold regular office hours to give 
graduate students some of the ac-
ademic support and advocacy that 
I feel that they need. I'd also like to 
hold an academic round table once 
a semester in order to seek input 
from graduate students in all aca-
demic units." 
Gogacz has sat on the GSU Board 
of Directors for the past year and a 
half as the math and statistics repre-
sentative, and has worked at Bitters, 
the GSU pub and restaurant. He is 
currently completing a PhD in math-
ematics at MUN. 
"I wanted to make sure of the fact 
that students are aware that there is 
a lot of support for them, in this case 
financially," he said. 
'T d like to reach more students 
and let them know that there's more 
money for conferences if they ap-
ply, and to make sure that the books 
are balanced properly, and the job is 
done as well as I possibly can." 
SUBMITTED 
Kelly Greenfield is the Graduate Students' Union's new VP academic. 
New programs .boost MUN's curriculum 
St John's draws 
writers, Grenfell 
offers program 
management 
BY ADAM RIGGIO 
Students looking to tweak their 
resumes next fall are in luck, as 
Memorial is offering new programs 
in professional writing and project 
management. 
The professional writing diploma 
was developed for arts students con-
sidering careers in journalism, busi-
ness, and other fields that require in-
tensive writing, says English professor 
Jean Guthrie. 
Guthrie says many students are in-
terested in learning writing styles that 
current English courses don't cover, 
like satire, reviews, and creative non-
fiction. The new program will encom-
pass these genres with 18 credit hours 
of courses and a field placement. 
"We'd prefer to emphasize choic-
es for students," said Guthrie. "If you 
have an affinity for the arts, if you have 
studied literature for four years, or 
taken classics or anthropology, and 
while doing so have discovered you 
enjoy writing and want to develop a 
repertoire beyond the academic essay, 
we see this program as a likely choice 
- a complement to the studies you've 
already done." 
One poster advertising the program 
sarcastically suggests that the profes-
sional writing program would be a 
good practical choice for younger stu-
dents considering business school. 
"Flawed argumentation is one fo-
cus of [the.program]," said Guthrie. "I 
think arts students with good degrees 
are valued because they can think, 
question, research, and present. They 
are valued in community organiza-
tions, in journalism, in legal work, 
·: ·. Master of Marine Studies 
(Fisheries Resource Management) 
Government. consulting companies and commercial 
en ... · rises are looking for professionals with the 
ntial skills to manage their fisheries resources. 
e Marine fnstitute's Master of Marine Studies 
ill give you the knowledge to: 
e biological, ecological and oceanographic 
. · world fisheries 
·baf. national and local economics of 
;rt1on, policies and regulations 
,. s based on biological. human, economic 
factors. 
and yes, in businesses." 
The graduate program in project 
management caters to less arts-ori-
ented students. It will be offered at Sir 
Wilfred Grenfell College in Corner 
Brook starting in January 2007. 
The program was developed in 
partnership with Memorial's Faculty 
of Business and consists of nine two-
day course modules spread over four 
months. It is aimed at professionals in 
information technology, construction, 
and similar industries, who co-ordi-
nate complex developments. 
According to Grenfell spokesper-
son Marilyn Forward, the program is 
"for anybody who plans projects and is 
LSAT MCAT 
GMAT GRE 
Preparation Seminars 
"' Complete 30-Hour Seminars 
•Proven Test-Taking Strategies 
• Personalized Professional Instruction 
till Comprehensive Study Materials 
• Simulated Practice Exams 
• Free Repeat Policy 
• Personal Tutoring Available 
• Thousands of Satisfied Students 
Oxford Seminars 
1-800-779-1779 
www.oxfordseminars.com 
Thanks 
for 
concerned with getting projects done 
on time, on budget." 
"It encompasses creating diagrams 
to establishing a team to building a 
communication program," said 
Forward. 
The project management program 
was originally developed by Professor 
David Bennett at York University, and 
the curriculum has spread to other 
post-secondary institutions around 
Canada. 
It is based on theories of commu-
nication and logistical frameworks 
and aims at building a theoretical un-
derstanding of co-ordinating com-
plex tasks. 
.. 
Memorial University of Newfoundland 
Students' Union 
Canadian Federation of Students Local 35 
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The Devil looks good compared to MUN, MUNSU 
It hasn't been the greatest year at 
Memorial. In fact, it took a couple 
of old Balls to die for the university 
to talk about something good. 
With the exception of a rough 
patch during fall convocation, the 
company that should be incurring the 
wrath of students and faculty alike 
has gone unmentioned. 
The students' union was also 
prepped for an excellent year. 
MUNSU managed to drop an incom-
petent VP external before the year be-
gan and the rest of council was capa-
ble and optimistic, coming off one of 
the most interesting student elections 
in recent memory. 
But when Terry McDonald - who 
fairly won the by-election for VP ex-
ternal - was stripped of his victory on 
a miniscule technicality, it sparked 
an attitude of cynicism towards the 
union that has yet to cease. 
After that, positive achievements 
just didn't draw the attention of the 
minor setbacks, and skepticism was 
obvious in the complete lack of inter-
est in this year's student elections. 
Due to the poor public perception, 
the upcoming pay increase for coun-
cil members will likely draw the ire of 
LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
I'm no goon 
This letter is in response to "Sea-
Hawk season recap" in The Muse, 
Volume 56, Number 23. 
I have been approached by a sig-
nificant number of people who felt 
that I, and most 
other varsity athletes, had been dis-
respected in John Rieti's and Patrick 
Savard-Walsh's article. 
The disrespectful tone flowed 
throughout the entire article and 
applied to all the sports you re-
viewed. In light of all this, I'd like 
to take this opportunity to clarify a 
few things. 
First, the camp I went to was a wres-
tling camp held by a number of for-
mer Olympians. Some of those 
guys also happen to compete in the 
Ultimate Fighting Championship 
(UFC). In order to compete with-
in this organization, competitors 
must be familiar with Olympic box-
ing, judo, kickboxing, and wres-
tling. Most of the guys competing 
these days not only practice these 
disciplines but also strive to mas-
ter them. 
Secondly, according to the Oxford 
English Reference Dictionary 
(1996), a goon is "1) a stupid or 
playful person, 2) a person hired 
by racketeers etc. to terrorize po-
litical or industrial opponents." 
Considering all the hard work and 
dedication required of athletes in 
non-mainstream sports like wres-
tling, I find the writers' usage of this 
word totally distasteful. 
I train up to 25 hours or more per 
week, and I'm pretty certain oth-
er varsity athletes don't even come 
close to that. Ironically, other var-
sity teams continue to receive more 
coverage, respect, and funding than 
our team. With all due respect, 
wrestling has a hard enough time 
getting the respect and recognition 
it deserves at the best of times, let 
alone when it is lumped in the same 
category as so-called mixed mar-
tial arts. 
Considering all this, and in re-
students no matter how much it may 
be warranted. 
While MUNSU's year might be 
the unfortunate consequence of bad 
publici~y. the university administra-
tion, by comparison, truly fucked up. 
Memorial handled the Inco situation 
even worse than Inco did, they kept 
pushing the Wanda Young court case 
before the Supreme Court of Canada 
ultimately blasted them, and they 
have failed on several occasions to 
properly address harassment issues. 
When it came to Dr. Chandra, 
Memorial couldn't get it right either. 
Rather than admit they had made a 
mistake and look for a solution to the 
problem, Memorial went on slapstick 
damage control, which only made 
them look bad in the end. 
Worst of all, the university con-
tinually denied responsibility and 
held no one accountable. The fact 
that MUNSU didn't pressure them 
on areas like harassment or account-
ability didn't help either. 
The recent inheritance of $1.3 mil-
lion from Warren and Catherine 
Ball, coupled with the cash windfall 
from the provincial budget, have fi-
nally given the university some good 
sponse to Rieti's personal reply, I do 
not think I am taking this too se-
riously. My athletic performance 
is my life. It is part of who I am. I 
know I can speak for many other 
varsity and non-varsity athletes on 
campus when I say that. 
The writers should watch their 
light-hearted tone and be a bit more 
mindful of the talented and dedi-
cated athletes we have at Memorial. 
We are all students attempting to 
combine our studies and personal 
lives with our competitive athletic 
dreams. I don't think respect is too 
much to ask. 
Michael B. Smith 
Varsity Wrestling Team 
Just shut up 
already 
I am writing about last week's cov-
er story «QEII's quiet campaign 
irks chatty students" (The Muse, 
Volume 56, Number 23). 
The Muse makes the assertion 
that many students feel irked by 
the library's new campaign to re-
news. With any luck this will pro-
vide a boost for Memorial to turn it-
self, and its reputation, around for 
next year. 
In all the commotion though, we 
forgot about Inco. The company with 
an unquestionable record of envi-
ronmental damage, and a string of 
human rights complaints has flown 
completely under the radar. 
These are serious human rights 
complaints too, people have become 
sick from the air quality around their 
mines. Not trees, cows, glaciers, riv-
ers, rocks, or seals - people. 
Almost worse than their track re-
cord is their complete unwillingness 
to address the issues. Inco has locked 
itself in the closet and is pretending 
everyone loves them. 
Unfortunately, many people do. 
Some students think Inco was 
generous to donate $20 million to 
Memorial. Even though it's a drop 
in the bucket to them, and would be 
returned in tax cuts anyway. People 
outside the university believe Inco's 
investments in Placentia and Voisey's 
Bay are for the betterment of the 
province and that Scott Hand de-
served his honorary degree. 
duce noise in the library. In partic-
ular, Mr Cam Spinney states, "The 
third floor has never been an area 
for work," but I honestly question if 
he understands what a library is for. 
The QEII library has slowly de-
veloped a noise problem since I have 
been here, particularly on the third 
floor. Some students seem to think 
it is their right to hang out and use 
this area as a social venue, while 
other students are struggling to find 
a place to sit and quietly study. 
In recent memory, the third floor 
had tables for students to use as a 
study area, but the library had to re-
move them because the area was 
becoming a waste of study space. 
Students were unable to sit and uti-
lize this area for its intended pur-
pose and eventually the complaints 
lead to the removal of the tables. 
Now it is filled with chairs for ev-
eryone to lounge in and yet more 
valuable space is lost. 
The main focus of the library is 
to provide the university body with 
a wealth of research materials and 
· a quiet place in which to work with 
these materials. If it became a social 
venue, which Mr. Spinney seems 
to think it is, it would only serve 
to reduce the valuable place a Ii-
The indifference certainly wasn't 
because of a poor effort by con-
cerned students either. Student 
groups like the Society for Corporate, 
Environmental, and Social 
Responsibility, Project Green, and 
eventually MUNSU and the Graduate 
Student's Union, fought long and 
·hard against In co all year. 
Endless campaigns were mount-
ed, convocation was boycotted, spe-
cial speaking events and gatherings 
were held every other day, and an 
abundance of visual anti-Inco ma-
terial was available. None of it moti-
vated students however, and Inco is 
now the centrepiece of our St John's 
campus. 
Next year, I would like to see 
MUNSU get their act together. It's 
not only their responsibility Perhaps 
The Muse has also failed to engage 
students in problems affecting this 
university, but we can admit it. 
It pains me to see students come 
to class and leave as soon as it's over, 
oblivious to the issues that are turn-
ing a large and well-established uni-
versity to shit. 
Next year, I'd like to see us care. 
Alex Bill 
brary holds in the university com-
munity. Further, just because Mr. 
Spinney and others were able to 
·make noise in the past due to lax 
enforcement of the rules, this is no 
reason for it to continue. 
I applaud the efforts of the li-
brary and its staff. I even sug-
gest taking a more aggressive 
stance of fining students who dis-
regard their fellow students with 
loud chatter, cell phones and blar-
ing music players. This is com-
mon on many other campuses 
like Carleton, St FX, and Mount 
Allison. 
Because I sympathize with Mr 
Spinney losing his favorite place 
to lounge and shoot the breeze, 
I'd like to point him toward the 
Smallwood Centre, since it is the 
one place you are guaranteed to be 
able to make as much noise as you 
like. The library should be - and 
hopefully will become once again 
- the one place you are guaranteed 
to find a quiet place to study. 
If you want more places to hang 
out, pressure MUNSU to provide 
them. After all, they are supposed 
to represent and provide for the 
interests of the student body. 
Christopher Mercer 
• • 
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PHOTO OF PAINTING TAKEN BY CHRIS NICHOLAS 
Even artwork in the library links people to Hitler. 
Your mom is not Hitler 
MORE PRICKS THAN KICKS 
BY DEVON WELLS 
"George W Bush is the Hitler of the 
twentieth century." - Graffiti in a 
men's room at College of the North 
Atlantic. 
Shut up. Hitler was the Hitler of 
the twentieth century. No one else is 
Hitler now and no one else will be, un-
less a fetish cap finds its way onto the 
head of a failed German art student 
who then kills six million Jews. 
This should be obvious by now, but 
it bears repeating: You're not Hitler, 
your mom's not Hitler, the old wom-
an who shortchanged you at the truck 
stop is not Hitler. Does your worst en-
emy have a mustache that looks like a 
twat? Did Charlie Chaplin spoof him 
in the '30s? No? Then he's not Hitler. 
Jon Stewart gave a memorable rant 
last year on the same subject, but peo-
ple still babble on with their same 
old garbage. The prices at Extreme 
Pita went up again? Oh, the Nazis! 
Your girlfriend won't let you spooge 
in her face? Well isn't she Li'l Miss 
Eva Braun. Right now, if you're call-
ing someone a Nazi, it says every-
thing about you and nothing about 
the douchebag in question. 
By this point, the term Nazi has be-
come so watered down that it has no 
meaning. The Soup Nazi. FemiNazi. 
Grammar Nazi. Pants Nazi. It goes on. 
It even inspired Godwin's Law, which 
says that the longer a debate goes on, 
the more likely someone will make a 
Nazi analogy. 
So, if it's useless, let's end it. I don't 
feel upset when I'm called a Nazi; I 
know it's a poor attempt to call me 
out, the last-ditch words of a person 
losing an argument. 
Why is this relevant? Because the 
same thing is happening to Osama 
Bin Laden and al-Qaeda. Check The 
Independent from a couple of weeks 
back, when a letter called seal-hunt 
protestors "no better than Bin Laden." 
What the hell does that mean? I hate 
the protestors too, but I've never no-
ticed Paul McCartney hijack a plane. 
Morrissey has never stopped cry-
ing long enough to set out on a sui-
cide-bombing world tour. They mere-
ly speak their mind on an issue they 
care about, even if they're fundamen-
tally wrongheaded. 
Now, yes, the Animal Liberation 
Front has a history of violence. But 
you can discuss its terrorist acts with-
out dropping the 0-Bomb. Those ex-
tremists are in the minority too, so it's 
unfair to categorize them all as luna-
tics. I mean, Paul Watson can lick my 
choda, but he's probably not going to 
slice it off with a machete. 
I'm saying this now for a reason. 
This is the last installment of "More 
Pricks Than Kicks" and my last week 
as copy editor in the student press. 
During my years working at The 
Muse I've learned a few things and I 
need to pass them on: Due dates and 
deadlines don't matter. Everyone 
else works for you. Never mix Grand 
Marnier and Crantini. And always 
choose your words carefully - other-
wise, you're gonna crash faster than 
United Airlines into the World Trade 
Center. 
Lay off the sex columnists 
BY LINDSAY HARDING 
I've been reading The Muse for five years 
now, and if there's one thing I've learned 
from regularly combing through the 
opinion and editorial section, it's this: 
Sex columnists at The Muse have a pret-
ty hard job (pardon the pun). 
I've seen the sex columnists take two 
approaches to column writing - they ei-
ther tend to write instructional "how 
to" guides to sex and different sex acts, 
or else they write based on inspiration 
from their own sex lives. I've also no-
ticed that whichever style they choose 
- they upset some portion of readers. 
Last semester, sex columnist Rebecca 
Holland wrote a guide to fellatio and 
some people complained about her 
writing technique. Two years ago, Kaya 
Payne wrote a two-part column about 
how to perform cunnilingus and it was 
the campus scandal for a month or 
longer. Now, Anshuman Iddamsetty 
writes a few pieces inspired by his own 
life, and - surprise, surprise - someone 
else isn't happy. 
Personally, I've liked Iddamsetty's 
pieces thus far and find them to be a 
refreshing alternative to the more pe-
dantic approach. The important thing 
to keep in mind is that tastes differ 
and if you don't like what you're con-
suming, then stop - no one's forcing 
anyone to read Iddamsetty's column. 
Regarding the letters to the edi-
tor about "Oh, Snap!" I have this to 
say: Maybe Iddamsetty isn't help-
ing the cause against the negative so-
cial impacts of porn, but you might 
want to seriously ask yourself wheth-
er letters like that one do either. 
Porn is only harmful to its viewers if 
they aren't taught to know better; to 
know that what they see on the screen 
is not a depiction of real life, or a real 
sex-life. If you're watching porn and 
you're led to think, "This is how I should 
treat my partner," then yes, porn has 
taught you to objectify your partner. 
However, if you're watching porn and 
thinking that, 
you're also woefully ignorant. 
Porn is merely an enactment of 
some people's sexual fantasies. Just 
because someone likes their sex 
"rough" or "dirty," that doesn't nec-
essarily mean that they think of 
their partner as an object to be used 
and discarded once the deed is done. 
Individuals need to learn to make the 
distinction between fantasy and reality. 
As such, to anyone who really wants 
to protect the porn-watching masses 
from thinking that what they see on 
their screens is what they should be do-
ing in their own bedrooms, I say this: 
Teach them to know better, and do it 
when they're young. 
Let's all be adults, just for a minute, 
and admit that we've all watched at least 
some porn in our time. Whether inten-
tionally or accidentally, it's pretty hard 
to use the Internet with any regularity 
these days without seeing at least a lit-
tle porn. If you want to let your kids be 
exposed to that without being taught 
to put it in context, fine. You can play 
that particular game of Russian rou-
lette if you like. Personally, if I ever 
have a child, when they reach the right 
age and become sexually aware, I in-
tend to tell them how to make the dis-
tinction between fantasy and reality. 
The harm porn does to the participants 
though; - its "actors/actresses" - is a to-
tally separate issue. It's time that activ-
ists realize that you're never going to 
save a woman from sexual slavery or 
exploitation by telling people it's wrong 
and dirty to watch porn. If you want to 
protect women in porn the real battle 
should be fought at the level of the state. 
Force porn out into the open by for-
mally regulating the conditions under 
which it can be made. Maybe one day we 
won't have to worry about whether sex 
workers on film are being mistreated. 
Continue using tactics like telling peo-
ple that holding onto their fantasy life 
while they're in a relationship is a sign 
of sexual inadequacy and failure, and 
all you're doing is creating a whole new 
set of problems. 
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What's your 
best exam 
study tip? 
BY PATRICK SAVARD-WALSH 
AND KAYLA WALTERS 
.. Coffee, coffee,. ,coffee. 
•1··:~1 .. X'. ... >1~~ \·1~·~ 
,.Go to the silent area. 
'~Studying wf • · 
'd.oesn't work:· 
-Page 12 features~ 
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Jesus: Separating the Man from the treats 
An abridged account of what Laster is all about 
BY KATE DEARNESS 
How did a pagan ritual change into a 
religious occasion, and then turn into a 
fun-filled holiday for all? Here is a run-
down of the historical events and lore 
that left us with the celebration we know 
and love today. 
If you turn to Kanye West to inform 
you that, yes, "Jesus Walks," or if your 
highest seasonal priority is to pester 
your parents into continuing to hide 
chocolate eggs around the house for you 
to fight over with your siblings - this 
timeline should give you some more 
information about the holiday. 
Circa 27-33 A.O. "Oh 
Father, why have you 
forsaken me?" 
No history of Easter would be sufficient 
without an account of Jesus Christ and 
the biblical Easter story. Christians be-
lieve that Jesus was born of the Virgin 
Mary in a manger as the Son of God 
and Messiah to provide salvation for 
humanity. 
Some thirty years later, Jesus began 
His ministry, preaching to people from 
all over. He also performed miracles, 
such as walking on water, turning wa-
ter into wine, and healing people. In 
this time He amassed i2 disciples, who 
later carried on His ministry. 
While in Jerusalem for Passover, 
Jesus was arrested and charged with 
blasphemy for being hailed as the "King 
of the Jews." His disciple Judas betrayed 
Him by identifying Him to the guards. 
Jesus was tried by Pontius Pilate, who 
eventually washed his hands of the 
matter and left Jesus's fate up to the 
people. 
Jesus was then crucified, a humili-
ating and tortuous death. However, on 
the third day His tomb was found to be 
empty. He had been resurrected, and 
would appear to various people for 40 
days before ascending into Heaven. 
Spring ritual 
appropriated by early 
Christians 
Missionaries in northern Europe de-
veloped the first Christian Easter in 
the second century AD. They real-
ized that the people they were trying 
to convert held ancient rites celebrat-
ing the spring equinox. This celebra-
tion of the rebirth of nature occurred 
at roughly the same time of the year as 
when Jesus was resurrected. 
Since both events rejoiced in the tri-
umph oflife over death, the Christian 
holiday adopted the pagan festival, 
and the rest is history. Easter is now 
celebrated on the Sunday following 
Lent, a 40-day period of fasting. 
The Old English word for Easter, 
"Eastre" refers to Ostara, the goddess 
that Anglo-Saxon tribes worshipped 
as the bringer of spring and fertility. 
Coincidentally, she often appeared in 
rabbit form. Her name is said to be 
derived from Ishtar, the Babylonian 
and Assyrian goddess oflove and fer-
tility. 
Doin' it like rabbits 
The Easter Bunny also has its origin 
in pagan fertility lore. The hare and 
the rabbit were the most fertile ani-
mals known in ancient times, and they 
served as symbols of new life during 
the spring season. 
The goddess Ostara is accredited 
with turning a bird into a rabbit, her 
power animal. One tale says that the 
bird was wounded and needed help 
to survive the winter. Another says 
that she did it to amuse the children 
at springtime. However, the transfor-
mation was not complete; the crea-
ture could still lay eggs. In appreci-
ation, it decorated them for Ostara, 
who was so delighted that the tradi~ 
tion continued. 
In the United States in the i8th cen-
tury, immigrants in the Pennsylvania 
CHRIS NICHOLAS 
Dutch country told their children 
about the "Osterhase" or Easter Bunny. 
Traditionally, only good children re-
ceived gifts of coloured eggs from this 
animal in the nests that they had made 
in their caps and bonnets. 
According to present day North 
American rituals, the Easter Bunny 
leaves baskets of treats on Easter 
morning for children. This is a com-
mon practice even in non-Christian 
households, as Easter, like Christmas, 
has become a partially secular festi-
val. 
The Easter egg, or, why 
candy is dandy 
As well as being a pagan symbol of 
fertility and rebirth, the chocolate 
goodies we enjoy today also have roots 
in the Christian Easter. Since eggs 
were considered dairy products, and 
prohibited during the fast, they were 
stored until the feast. This also ex-
plains why hard-boiled was a pop-
ular way of eating them in the past 
- it served as a method of preser-
vation. In Greece, presents of hard-
boiled eggs, dyed crimson red to rep-
resent the blood of Christ, are still 
common. 
German Protestants are attributed 
with bringing the egg tradition back 
to life, giving decorated eggs as gifts 
after Lent. In many Slavic countries, 
a dyeing technique known as pisan-
ka was commonly used to produce in-
tricate and brilliantly-coloured eggs. 
Later, the famous Faberge workshops 
created exquisite Easter eggs from 
gold leaf and dazzling gems for the 
Russian imperial court. 
Some cultures play a game, seeing 
who can roll an egg the furthest down 
a hill without breaking the shell. This 
is said to represent rolling the boulder 
away from the front ofJesus's tomb. In 
the United States, an Easter egg roll is 
held annually on the White House's 
South Lawn. 
As for the origin of the tradition-
al egg hunt, in ancient Europe eggs 
of different colors were taken from 
the nests of various birds and used 
to make talismans. One theory is that 
this search through the woods gradu-
ally evolved into the Easter egg hunt, 
while dyed eggs eventually replaced 
wild bird eggs. Easter baskets were 
probably originally intended to re-
semble bird nests. 
Today, eggs are often made of choc-
olate or candy, and wrapped in bright 
foil, as a treat for a sweet tooth. Other 
favourites include marshmallow 
ducklings and jelly beans. To this day, 
children still create dyed and deco-
rated eggs as a symbol of the season. 
JONATHAN PENNEY 
- -·~-~ 
The library is overfilled with keen scholars hitting the books before exams. But it might not always be the best place to cram. 
BY ANGIE BARRINGTON 
Our campus here at Memorial 
University is a big one. It's filled 
with everything from secluded 
nooks and crannies that are perfect 
for studying to the gigantic Queen 
Elizabeth II library. It's hard to de-
cide where to go to study when you 
are presented with so many choic-
es. Here's a list of the top five plac-
es to study on campus. 
The "UC" 
The food court in the Smallwood 
Centre, commonly known as the 
UC, is the most appreciated place 
to study. People like the lull of noise 
created by the metal ceilings and the 
constant stream of traffic to watch. 
They find the atmosphere to be the 
perfect blend of quiet seclusion and 
a rowdy party. The UC offers coffee, 
a place to plug in a laptop, and the 
ability to have a conversation in or-
der to work on group projects. 
Jenna Aylward and Sara Hoyles, 
third year students in Education, 
find it to be the perfect place. "All 
of our work is projects. I like it here 
because you can get a coffee and you 
can talk," said Aylward. 
Charlotte Paul, first-year psy-
chology, also finds the UC to be a 
good place to study. "I don't like it 
really quiet and I don't like it re -
ally noisy and here's usually pret-
ty good. At least on Saturdays any-
way," she said. 
It is easy to find, there is no one 
to regulate how loud you are, and 
there is no limit to the amount of 
people you're with. Overall, the UC 
seems to be the best place on cam-
pus to study. 
The QEll 
The library is the first place to come 
to mind when choosing a place to 
study for most people. However, 
since so many people have that 
idea, the library turns into a circus 
come exam time. Everyone flocks 
to the QEII and the once serene at-
mosphere is transformed into some-
thing crazy. 
It offers computers, books for do-
ing research, and rooms and areas 
dedicated to either group or indi-
vidual study. 
"It's alright. It can be noisy in 
some spots. That's the downfall 
of it. Even when you're in a study 
room, there's still a lot of noise. You 
can hear everybody walking," said 
Paul. 
"[The library] is distracting. 
There are always people on their 
cell phones in study rooms," said 
Hoyles. 
But don't let the naysayers keep 
you away from the bookstacks at the 
end of the semester. There are some 
people who have great things to say 
about t.he library. 
"I like the silent area for study-
ing," said Aylward. She finds it to be 
a good alternative for private study 
as opposed to the group work she 
mainly does. 
Brad Doiron, in his final year of 
a German degree, likes the library 
too. "It depends on the mood I'm in, 
but generally at my house or the li-
brary," he said. 
He chooses the library when his 
house is too busy. "It's really quiet 
in here, usually," he said. 
The library has also been making 
changes to become more accommo-
dating for students. They've been 
putting cushions on the hard, wood-
en chairs and they now allow bever-
ages in spill-proof containers. The 
QEII is also extending their hours 
of operation to be open until 9:45 
on Fridays and Saturdays until the 
end of exams. 
Tim Horton's 
"Sometimes I study at Tim Horton's. 
It's the same kind of atmosphere as 
[the UC]. You can sit down and have 
your cup of coffee," said Paul. 
Tim Horton's is located in the lob-
by of the Aquarena. It's usually filled 
with children who are leaving their 
swimming lessons and elderly peo-
ple who meet for lunch or a chat over 
a coffee. It's warm and bright, but a 
threatening "20 min maximum" sign 
looms on the wall . However, I have 
never seen anyone get kicked out of 
the Aqaurena for studying. 
"[It is] good, but I find them dis-
tracting. It's hard to hear everyone 
talking about interesting events 
around you when you are trying to 
read," said Doiron. 
Home 
Home is not on campus for a lot of 
us, but many people do live in res-
idences and Burton's Pond. For the 
rest of us, home is only the place 
where we go to lay our heads and 
possibly eat something. Then, we 
find ourselves right back here in no 
time. 
Doiron is a resident of Burton's 
Pond and he likes to study at home. 
"I have my guitar there and I can 
study and play that at the same 
time." 
However, when the place fills up 
with people, he hightails it to the 
library. 
"I like to study at home. I can't 
get distracted," said Hoyles. She says 
that the atmosphere on campus is 
just too distracting for taking your 
studying seriously. 
Aylward had a different perspec-
tive, "I get very distracted at home," 
.. 
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she said. 
Campus pubs 
Finally, are the best and worst places to 
study all rolled into one. Pubs are good 
because you can reward yourself with a 
drink after a rigorous study session, and 
they offer all kinds of pub food so your 
growling stomach doesn't distract you. 
They are also pretty relaxed, especially 
in the daytime. 
People tend to flock to The Breezeway 
during the day to eat lunch with their 
friends and will sometimes have a casu-
al drink before they go home. I wouldn't 
recommend going there after supper as 
the night is for partying, especially at the 
end of the term when people are cele-
brating finishing that final term paper, 
graduating, or, in the case of us at The 
Muse, the end of another year and a full 
summer of taking it easy. 
Bitters is also relaxed during the 
day. Don't expect to study there on a 
Thursday night though, as the bar hosts 
a trivia night and the little pub is filled 
with big noise. 
Good luck! 
Now that you're armed with knowledge 
of the best places to study, pick one and 
go get prepared for finals. If you're grad-
uating, congratulations. If not, we'll see 
you back here next year. 
-
-
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The Human Soundtrack and Trailer Camp are two of the bands who will be participating in benefit shows for Rock Can Roll Records this month. BAKllTIYAR PEER 
Rock Can Roll tries to save our scene 
Benefit concert hopes to renovate vital 
studio space 
BY PAUL SANFORD HEPPLESTON 
What could be more difficult than 
trying to make a living in the fickle 
and congested music industry? How 
about trying to make a living in the 
fickle and congested Canadian mu-
sic industry? 
Take those difficulties and com-
pound them with the isolation and 
limited potential for a local fanbase 
(comparatively speaking) and you've 
got an idea of what it's like to make 
a living from the music industry of 
Newfoundland and Labrador. 
How can the scene be developed 
to help our local fish hone their craft 
for the jump into bigger and better 
ponds? 
The Independent Artists 
Cooperative (IAC) is one group in-
terested in fostering local talent by 
providing space as well as a commu-
nity for artists looking to improve. The 
co-op includes not only musicians, but 
visual artists as well. 
Memorial student Lee Hanlon is 
currently doing his business co-op 
placement with the IAC - Rock Can 
Roll: A Benefit Concert Series is his 
baby. It's his last project as a staffer 
there, and he wants to make it count. 
But this is more than Lee hoping for 
an'!\; an artist himself, he has a vested 
interest in seeing the IAC and the arts 
community in St. John's thrive. 
The money Hanlon hopes to raise 
in the three benefit shows will go to-
wards upgrades needed to bring their 
house up to code. The city of St. John's 
is playing their part in this as well: 
They've told the IAC to do the nec-
essary renovations, and the deed to 
the house will be theirs for one dollar. 
Situated off of Waterford Bridge road, 
the eight-room house acts as practice 
space and a recording studio for bands 
and visual artists, as well as the world 
headquarters for the IAC and Rock 
Can Roll Records (RCRR). 
The IAC is a not-for-profit organi-
zation whose current budget is com-
prised of rental fees paid at the house 
and the five-dollar yearly member-
ship each of its members pays. Several 
other sources contribute funding, but 
Hanlon says that owning their own 
building will make a big difference for 
the IAC. Despite the fact that St. John's 
has seen a rash of benefit shows in the 
last year - Hanlon mentioned one to 
raise money for a guy who couldn't 
afford to have his cat neutered - he 
feels that if people find out what the 
IAC was about, they would offer their 
support. 
In January, RCRR held a weekend-
long festival that lit up downtown St. 
John's with performances from more 
than 50 bands and artists. That was 
to benefit (as well as promote) the 
fledgling label whose main purpose 
is to "continuously undertake initia-
tives to help support bands, especially 
with recording, promoting and tour-
ing their work." 
Still in its early stages, the label is not 
yet in the position to make your wild-
est rock dreams come true. According 
to their website (and MySpace page), 
RCRR is "an artist controlled distribu-
tion enterprise and artists label ded-
icated to promoting the independent 
rock scene in Newfoundland and doc-
umenting what happens here." 
Hanlon excitedly described the 
various concepts and projects on the 
drawing boards at the IAC, including 
the newly-launched mail order web-
site, and an online journal to con-
nect artists located in remote regions 
along the perimeter of the 'Atlantic 
Basin' (Iceland, Greenland, Ireland, 
etc). That the Internet plays such a big 
role in the music industry - by ways 
of promotion and distribution - is a 
source of optimism for Hanlon and 
the IAC. 
Rock Can Roll: A Benefit Concert 
Series begins on April J, at the Rose and 
Thistle (w! The Black Bags, Rayfield, 
and The Human Soundtrack); April 
24, at the Basement (w! Elimination 
Dance, .roundelay, and Trailer Camp); 
and April 28, also at the Basement (w! 
Vampires of Love, the Nordic Beat, and 
Texas Chainsaw). For more informa-
tion, check out www.myspace.com/ 
rockcanrollrecords or www.rockcan-
rollrecords.com 
Lesbians, lunacy and love in Lulu 
Sara Tilley adaptation 
stages prostitution 
and other taboos at 
the LSPU Hall 
BY ANGIE BARRINGTON 
A prostitute and a couple of clowns, a 
love affair with an older man (who is 
actually your father figure), and a love 
triangle including the man who may 
be his son; no, this isn't the week's 
round-up of your favorite soaps, this 
is Lulu. 
Lulu is a play that has been adapt-
ed by Sara Tilley for a collaborative 
production from She Said Yes! and 
White Rooster. It 's adapted from the 
plays of 191h Century German play-
wright, Frank Wedekind. He wrote 
three versions of the play because the 
population could not handle the sub-
ject material of the original. 
"The first play dealt with female 
sexuality and was immediately 
banned but was performed in secret, 
underground performances. It was 
burned and he was sent to jail. It was 
pornographic [for the time] because 
it talked about women and their bod-
ies and having to use them for mon-
ey," said Tilley. 
Lulu is the story of a young wom-
an's roller coaster life. "She's a young 
girl. At the beginning she's about 18. 
She gets married into society - she's a 
. . . . . ' . . . . &. • • • • 
poor girl - and we start there, with her 
in her first marriage. She goes through 
all these husbands and lovers. There's 
acrobats who follow her, bums and 
schoolboys, police spies, stock trad-
ers, like all these very strange and sur-
real characters," said Tilley. 
"There's a lot of strong actors, a lot 
of physical acting. There are a couple 
of actors playing three or four roles," 
said Tilley. "The actors who are doing 
multiple roles are working very hard 
to make sure [the characters] are dis-
tinct people." 
Sean Panting is one of the people 
playing four roles. The play also fea-
tures well-known actors like Ruth 
Lawrence, Brad Hodder, and Kira 
Sheppard as Lulu. 
Tilley herself feels the crunch of 
multiple roles as writer, director, 
costume designer, and set designer 
for Lulu. This play goes further than 
just being another simple project, as 
Tilley has been performing segments 
of Lulu since her final year of act-
ing school. 
"My teacher had taken certain parts 
and we staged them, so we didn't ever 
get to do the full story. I got to play a 
lesbian countess ... she's in love with 
this woman and she does everything 
for her. She goes to jail [for her] in the 
play and does all this stuff for her for 
no physical gain whatsoever, but out 
of heart. It was such an amazing role 
to get to play that it kind of sparked 
my imagination," said Tilley. 
She found the entire play in a sec-
. . . . . . 
ond-hand bookstore and snapped 
it up immediately. "When I read 
through the 10 hours of play, I was 
amazed at what we didn't get to do," 
she said, "My teacher had cut out all 
the good parts." 
In addition to the off-the-wall play, 
Tilley is working to make the theatre 
experience a unique one as well. She's 
simplifying the set by making back-
stage more of a side stage - the actors 
will be getting dressed and reapply-
ing makeup in the space surrounding 
the stage. They are to act very neu-
tral, literally walking into character 
in front of your eyes. 
"We're holding up the curtains so 
you actually get to see the entire show 
... how the sound effects are made," 
said Tilley. 
"It goes with the style of 
[Wedekind]'s writing. It's very sort 
of meta theatrical and it reminds you 
that you are actually watching a per-
formance and that it is all staged and 
fake." 
However fake it may be, the themes 
are still not acceptable for your sev-
en-year-old niece. 
"Obviously our taboos have 
changed a little bit, but there is some 
uncomfortable subject matter. I want 
people to come and be really enter-
tained by the funny core of the thing, 
but also, compare what has changed. 
The way people address each other is 
very eerily similar to the way people 
still treat each other," said Tilley. 
"I think it's going to be interesting 
SUBMITTED 
Mark White and Kira Sheppard share one of many tender moments in 
Lulu. Sheppard plays Lulu, the promiscuous heroine, and tells the story 
of the tumultuous life the character plays. 
to hear what people discuss after the 
show. I think it is very thought pro-
voking and will get people talking 
about where we are in the world," 
she said. "In Wedekind's world .. . 
there was a lot of mistrust in the 
government and women were being 
treated [as objects]. I mean, turn on 
MuchMusic - it 's there. Since when 
have singers had to do that? I guess 
that's what it's about now, bodies, and 
ignoring the other qualities." 
Politics aside, Tilley guarantees a 
good time, "It's entertaining and it's 
a really good story. It's a really fun, 
funny, heartbreaking, roller coaster 
of a show," she said. 
Lulu plays April s -9 at the LSPU 
Hall. Showtime is 8 PM. Tickets are 
$15 and $12 for students. 
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Ice Age 2: The Meltdown engulfs the spectacle of the first movie. From the visuals to the plotline, Ice Age 2 is fun 
for all ages. 
The big chill 
Ice Age: The Meltdown 
Starring Queen Latif ah, Denis Leary, 
and Ray Romano 
201h Century Fox 
Rated PG 
BY ANSHUMAN lDDAMSETTY 
It's a timeless story - three unlikely 
critters band together to escape in-
surmountable odds and find home. 
But when the animals are all prehis-
toric popsicles you know the story 
isn't your typical Homeward Bound 
fluff - it's a colossal money-making 
juggernaut hitching a ride on the 
Pixar gravy train. 
Though the first Ice Age was a 
modest hit that successfully carved 
a niche from the usual Disney fare, 
its sequel is anything but average. 
Ice Age: The Meltdown is a hilarious, 
imaginative film that kicks Disney's 
Chicken Little to the curb. 
Meltdown returns audiences to 
our three intrepid friends, Manny 
the mammoth (Ray Romano), Diego 
the surly tiger (Denis Leary), and 
Sid the sloth (John Leguizamo) and 
their latest crisis: The world's quick-
ly warming up and there's only a few 
days left for the mismatched herd and 
the other Ice Age survivors to escape 
their idyllic valley. 
Posters for the film gave away the 
film's best secret; that Manny, the 
lovable, reluctant leader of our mis-
matched herd wasn't the last mam-
moth after all. Enter Ellie, a pre-
cocious femme mammoth voiced 
by Queen Latifah. Her appearance 
brings in a new set of problems for 
the group including Manny's one 
Achilles heel: hormones. 
After all, it's tough considering 
yourself the last of your kind and 
even tougher when the last female of 
your kind thinks you're a jerk. 
There are other predatory dan-
gers for the gang to face, but they're 
no match for the impending flood. 
Outside of some hot mammoth ro-
mance there's llttle left in Meltdown 
in the way of plot. 
The crusty Diego has an unexpect-
ed fear to overcome and the cartoon-
ish Sid is just waltzing through life 
as a misunderstood deity. There's no 
way Fox would let this hopeful fran-
chise die, so anyone over nine knows 
this herd won't drown. That said, cer-
tain set pieces will set hearts racing 
on the basis of their sheer insanity. 
But despite this anti-climat-
ic setup, the film still captivates. 
Meltdown is in a sense a series of 
comical sketches a la Monty Python, 
that tie together the herd's attempt 
at escape, each one succeeding in the 
requisite comic and heartwarming 
departments. One particular seg-
ment will change your view on vul-
tures entirely. And yes, there's more 
of Scrat the squirrel and his acorn-
Basic retread 
Basic Instinct 2 
Starring David Morrissey, Sharon 
Stone, and David Tizewlis 
Sony Pictures Entertainment 
Rated 18A 
BY ADAM RIGGIO 
Basic Instinct 2 opens with Dr. Michael 
Glass (David Mor:rissey), assessing the 
psychological state of Catherine Tramell 
(Sharon Stone), who's under suspicion 
for the death of her soccer-star boy-
friend. As he testifies at her sanity hear-
ing, he tells us what we already know 
from the original Basic Instinct - she's 
addicted to risk, and is a sociopath with 
a serious god complex. 
The filmmakers use this psychology 
motif to toy with the audience, or at least 
that was their intent. The movie tries to 
play with the concept of truth. As the 
movie progresses, Glass has increasing 
difficulty working out who is lying to 
him and when. 
But this game Basic Instinct 2 attempts 
to play with the audience's sense of re-
ality is never as subtle as it should be. 
Moments where the truth is truly cloud-
ed are delivered with a punch to the face 
instead of a chill to the backside. 
Of course, Glass never thinks of the 
obvious answer to this dilemma of re-
ality, which is that Catherine is manip-
ulating him into ruining his life for the 
sake of her enjoyment. He never notic-
es this because, according to the script, 
he's increasingly obsessed with her. This 
is a shame since he is clearly the second-
most intelligent person in the movie. 
The most intelligent character, of 
course, is Catherine herself, and Stone 
plays her with such understated theat-
ricality. She walks through stupidly ex-
plicit sex scenes as ifit just comes to her 
naturally. Then again, she has had 14 
years to reflect on the character from 
the 1992 original. That she can deliver 
some of the painfully stupid lines the 
screenwriters put in her mouth and re-
main completely believable and enter-
taining is a credit to her craft. 
And it's because Basic Instinct 2 is a 
stupid movie. 
It almost has the same plot as the 
original, except there's a psycholo-
gist instead of a cop, and Stone and 
Morrissey have less sex than Stone and 
Michael Douglas back in 1992. Its script 
is also more pedestrian than the origi-
nal. Director Michael Caton-Jones (Rob 
Roy, Memphis Belle) handles the materi-
al with none of the subtlety of the orig-
inal' s director, Paul Verhoeven. This is 
just plain sloppy. 
One element does keep your atten-
fueled misadventures. 
What perhaps brings the laughs 
and emotions of Meltdown to life is 
the film's gorgeous animation. The 
animals are still the overly-stylized 
caricatures from the first film, but 
their new movements and overall at-
tention to detail are just stunning. 
Diego is constantly in a state oflithe 
cat-like movement, with distinct 
variations in fur pattern and tex-
ture are clear to any eye. There are 
moments when individual strands 
of fur will stick out from Manny's 
head that emphasize just how pains-
takingly lush this film is. Every vi-
sual aspect is upgraded to great ef-
fect, putting Blue Sky Studios on par 
with anything Pixar-made. 
The climax is the best example 
of the money Fox has put into their 
production; I never thought wet 
fur could look so real or deep wa-
ter look that dangerous. Their world 
may be going down the toilet, but 
it's a sumptuous visual feast in the 
process. 
Ice Age: 1he Meltdown is the per-
fect sequel. It encompasses a larger 
plot, is loaded with emotion from 
an array of adorable characters (wait 
for the possums), and features a jaw-
dropping look for those who hated 
the bland "made-for-YTV" graphics 
of the first film - myself included. 
Let's all go to the theatre and guar-
antee a third Ice Age. 
Sharon Stone is back as the con-
niving Catherine Tramell in Basic 
Instinct 2. 
tion however, and that is the interplay 
between Stone and Morrissey. Not only 
that, but Dr. Glass's own conflicts are 
more engrossing than those ofice queen 
Tramell. Glass is arrogant, ambitious, 
unsure of himself, and depressed- all 
at the same time. 
David Morrissey is one of the best ac-
tors working in Britain today, and his 
performance here shows it. Dr. Glass is 
a complex character in an annoyingly 
simple movie. Watching him torture 
himself psychologically not only makes 
Basic Instinct 2 bearable, but if it were 
not for the other flaws of the movie, he 
would have made it positively good. 
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AVON 
There has never been a better time to become an 
AVON sales rep. 
> Enjoy unlimited earnings 
>Work your own hours 
> No territories I no quotas 
> Popular products that sell themselves 
Call today for more information 
Hayley: 727-1896 
Census Day in Canada is Tuesday, May 16, 2006 
The next Census of Canada will take place Tuesday, May 16, 2006. As 
the most important source of information about Canada and Canadians, 
the Census must be complete and accurate - that's why it's so important 
that we all participate. 
The census provides a unique source of information about Canada and 
its population. It provides detailed information about economic, social 
and demographic conditions and trends in Canada. 
If you are still in school, you can use census data to upgrade your re, 
search with 'hard facts' that are often unavailable from any other source. 
If you are looking for work, census data can help to establish where 
there are concentrations of employers requiring your skills and provide 
historical and comparative information about a multitude of industries 
from across Canada. 
The information on your census questionnaire will be combined with 
information from others to provide a comprehensive portrait of Canada 
and its people. The results of the census are used in making decisions 
important to young people in Canada. For example, census data can be 
used to: 
• identify future employment needs 
• plan education and training programs . 
• set up job programs for young people 
• identity the needs for schools, day care, public transit and roads 
Please complete your census questionnaire online at www.census2006.ca 
or return by mail. 
On May 16, 2006 - COUNT YOURSELF IN! 
--
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SIGHTS & SOUNDS 
COMPILED BY ]OHN DUFF 
Thursday,. April 6 
\the Attkt Trevor J(elly 
D.F. Cook Recital Hall: Quasar 
Saxophone Quartet (8:00 pm, 
$15/$10 students) 
Erin's Pubt Dave Panting 
The Fat Cat: Colin Harris 
Greensleeves: Chronic 
'the LSPU Halk Lulu (8:00 pm> $t5) 
O'Reilly's: Larry Foley and Patrick 
Moran (10:30 pm) 
The Rose and Thistle: Red 
1he Ship Pub: Crooked St~vepipe 
{9:30 pm, $5) 
lhe Spqr; Open n:tike witll Jordan 
· Young · 
Frida~ April7 
The BaisUka: Newfotlhdland 
Symphony Orche5tra Masterworks: 
"Magtrliicent Mozart" 
Bitters: '!he.Idler~ Adam St~Croix . ,. 
CBTG's: Trailer Camp, Roundelay 
(11:00 pm, $5) 
J:).F. CoqJc Recit~ Hall: f\tlant~c 
String Quartet Recital Series 
Erin,s Pub: Dave Panting 
1he Fat Cif.t: Bob MacDonald Band 
Greensleeves: Jersey 
lhe LSPU Hall: Lulu (8:00 pm, $15) 
O'Reilly's: Fergus O'Byrne and 
Dermot O'Reilly (8!15 pm), .The 
Punters (11:30 pm) 
Primers: Mind the Gap, Missed by 
the Good, PockitRodtit, Backseat 
Driver (10:00 pm. $5) 
The Rose and Thistle: Sherry Ryan 
: Band 
S~ience Building: Radical '·Media 
presents The Raspberry Reich (6:00 
. pm) 
lb~ Spur: Swords>· Sktill Face~ Other$ 
(10:3opm) 
·.·· · . . Saturday; April 8 . 
D.F. Cook Recital Hall: Chamber 
Orchestra 
Erin's Pub; Dave Panting 
Gower Street United Church: Pamela 
Morgan and Dave Panting, Janet 
Cull and Adam Foran, Jenny Gear 
and Sandy Morris and more'(7:00 
pm, Free) 
Greensleeves: Bump 
Jµnctions: Pleasure Stone. 
Liquid Ice: DJ Sydney Blu 
The LSPU Hall: Lulu (8:00 pm, $15) 
The Majestic Theatre: The Birdcage 
(8:00 pm, $19.9sr 
O,Reilly's: The Punters (11:30 pm} 
Primers: Don't Fade Away, Eunomia~ 
Idyll, Call the )\mbulan~e (4:00 pm, $5) . . 
Roxxy,s: Defendant, Funky Dory 
(10:30 pm, $5) . 
The Rose and Thistle: Blai! Harvey 
($5) 
The Spur: Andrea and Peter 
SundaY, April; 
Bar None: Open mike with Cara Lee 
Coleman 
Bridie Molloy's: Graham Wells and 
Con O'Brien 
The LSPU Hall: .f:ulu (8:oopm, $15) 
O'Reilly's: DarcyBroderkkand Ron 
Kelly {10:00 pm) 
The Rabbittown Theatre; . St. John'$ 
Jazz Festival Open Jam:(2:00 pm; 
$5) . 
Roxxy's: Open mike 
~ Monday, April .10 ... 
CBTG'st Black and Gold Rainbows~ 
Joel \Jpshall> A!ldrew .M:~st, Adam 
Baxter {$5) , · ,,, 
O'Reilly's: Ballads with Con O'Brien 
(9:ooprn) 
Tuesday, April 11 
Bar None: Planet Chaos: Open mike 
Greensleeves: Damian Folletti Cad 
Peters> Kenny Butler 
O'Reilly,s: Open mike (10:00 pm)~ 
Larr.y Foley a~d Rob Qook (12:00 
pm) . 
1he Spur: Karaoke 
·Wednesday, April 12 
Arts and Culture Centre: Janeway 
. Benefit feat. Ron Hyn,es1 Janet 
Cull>· Hey Rosetta!, · Siochana~ 
Andrew LeDrew and more (8:00 
pm, $23) 
The Breezewayi .. Opeu mike with_,. 
Terry MacDonald 
D.F. Cook Recital Hall: Jazz After 
Hours 
The Fat Cat: Darrell Cooper 
The LSPU Hall: Lulu (8;00 pm, $15) 
O'Reilly's: Fergus O'Byrne and 
Dermot O'Reilly (10:00 pm) · 
The Ship Pub: Folk Night feat. 
Andrea Monro {9:00 pm, $5) 
Roxxy~~: Jordan Young (10:30 pm, . 
$3) 
Have an event you would like to 
see listed here? Send it to sightsand-
sounds@themuse.ca 
LET US ARRANGE YOUR EYE EXAM TODAY 
WWW.VOGUEOPTICAL.COM 
Arts & Culture 
Barzin 
My Life in Rooms 
WeeWerk Records 
Slowcore 
BY PAUL SANFORD HEPPLESTON 
My Life in Rooms is a simple and won-
derful album, but its simplicity is decep-
tive. Don't let the mellow vibe and down 
tempos fool you - this is an intimate af-
fair and will not be rushed. Consider it 
a soundtrack for those content to spend 
a day watching rain collect and make 
tracks on a windowpane. 
The second album from Guelph na-
tive Barzin, Rooms occupies a simi-
lar sonic landscape as Daniel Lanois, 
Mojave 3, and Low: His songs are unhur-
ried, his vocals are hushed, and the man 
knows how to make use of a slide gui-
tar and a reverb unit. Liberal usage of a 
vibraphone and French horns also con-
tribute to the overall smoothness. 
Genres attached to Barzin's music 
are 'chamber-pop', 'alt-country', and, of 
course, 'indie-rock' and while each label 
is appropriate, none will adequately sum 
up the texture and tone of Rooms, which 
somehow haunts as it consoles. 
To create the. rich aural tapestry, 
Barzin enlisted some of Ontario's fin-
est including Tamara Williamson (Do 
Make Say Think, King Cobb Steelie), 
Karen Graves (who also arranged for 
Hayden's Skyscraper National Park), 
and legendary multi-instrumentalist, 
producer, and composer Lewis Melville 
(Rheostatics, Skydiggers, etc.). To infuse 
so much talent into only nine songs is 
to all but completely eliminate poten-
tial for filler material. 
Fans of the mellower, reverb-heavy, 
down tempo set should treat themselves 
to My Life in Rooms, and let Barzin share 
some of his life with them. 
Download: "Take This Blue" 
Massive Attack 
Collected 
Virgin/EM! 
Electronic a/Trip-hop 
BY ]OHN RIETI 
Massive Attack is a popular electronica 
band that has been making innovative 
and incredible music for over a decade. 
Everyone who already knew that will be 
able to attest to the depth of their mu-
sic, its importance on the techno-land-
scape, and they can probably even wank 
about the great minds of the band's three 
founders. 
For those who just thought the band 
had a really kick-ass name and made the 
theme to House MD, this is your chance 
to get on the bandwagon. 
Collected is i3 of their top works from 
over the years including a new single 
called "Live With Me." 
While the thought of diving headfirst 
into an unknown electronic world might 
scare some away from this record, you'll 
be surprised how many of these songs 
you recognize. Tracks like "Angel" have 
that one hook that you realize you've 
heard and nodded your head to before. 
Because the collection goes so far 
back, there are some tracks that don't 
sound as cool today as they once did -
think of comparing the special effects of 
Speed with those of The Matrix. 
But for those looking to round out 
their collection with a solid example of 
techno zeitgeist this is probably the al-
bum to get. Also cool is the variety of 
guests Collected features, like Sinead 
O'Connor on "What Your Soul Sings." 
And for fans who already own every 
track on this album, Massive Attack is 
planning on dropping another album 
within a year. 
Download: "Teardrop" 
Harland Williams 
Har-Larious 
Comedy Central 
Comedy 
BY MARK CLUETT 
Not many people. know Harland 
Williams by name. He hosted the Just 
For Laughs television show, and played 
bit parts in many of the big 90s comedies; 
a highway patrolman who drinks urine 
in Dumb and Dumber, and a psychotic 
killer in There's Something About Mary. 
One of his most memorable rolls was as 
one of the stoners in Half Baked. 
However, Williams is also an accom-
plished stand-up comedian, and finally 
some ofhis material is available on disc. 
Unfortunately, if you have ever seen or 
heard Williams perform before, you al-
ready know most of this material - save 
for some references to nine-eleven, or as 
Williams puts it, "seven-eleven." 
The disc, recorded at the Funnybone 
in St. Louis, MO, includes staples from · 
his routine such as what he says to "his 
buddy Larry" when Larry tells him that 
he should be a vegetarian. 
Like any of Williams' performanc-
es it is his interaction with the audience 
that saves this disc. Williams is known 
to make fun of everyone who comes out 
to see his show and he doesn't let up on 
this one. He refers to people not by their 
names but by their celebrity likeness. He 
also has a lot of fun when he finds sever-
al of the members of the audience work 
at a local Arby's. 
For Williams virgins, this disc is a 
great introduction. If you've heard him 
before, then you've heard this before. 
Download: "Al Quedas" 
Yeah Yeah Yeahs 
Show Your Bones 
Interscope 
Dance rock 
c+ 
B Y A NSH UMAN lvDAMSETTY 
What happens when Punky Brewster 
grows up? That's what Punky, ahem -
Karen 0 & Co. attempt to answer on 
their sophomore outing, Show Your 
April6,2006 
Bones. If the record's first track 
"Gold Lion" is any indication, grow-
ing up just means growing stale. 
There were rumors that the band 
took a "bold, new direction," with 
Bones; that the Adidas ad where 
Karen whispered over Squeak E. 
Clean's squeaky clean production 
was a coy reversal of 2004's Fever 
To Tell. There's nothing wrong with 
maturing of course, but that's never 
an excuse for trading guttural post-
punk chord-shredding for the soft-
er side of Sears. 
Gone are the rusty punk tunes of 
"Pin" and "Y Control." Under a bed 
of mixing board effects and over-
ly loud instrumentation are slower 
paced, more melodic offerings like 
"Dudley" and "Mysteries" (though 
the latter makes up for it with a 
gnarly send-up). 
The band opts for a traditional 
take that focuses more on equaliz-
ing the instruments than ramping 
Karen's sine wave vocals. This ef-
fect dilutes instead of distills what 
made the band so fresh two years 
ago. This translates terribly on their 
debut single "Gold Lion", which goes 
for the throat and misses by a mile -
much like the rest of this album. 
In the place of punchy hits to the 
junk we're given slow burn jams 
that try too hard to copy Fever's 
"M " aps. 
A disappointing return, but I'm 
sure Rolling Stone will totally eat 
this up. 
Download: "Dudley" 
Sondre Lerche 
Duper Sessions 
EMI 
Jazz 
BY MARK CLUETT 
Duper Sessions is laid back, even 
for Sondre Lerche. The 25-year-
old Norwegian singer-songwrit-
er has been steadily toning down 
his music since his 2000 debut al-
bum Faces Down. This mellowing 
has culminated in this quiet, slow 
jazz record. 
Not to say Duper Sessions is a 
snooze; there are a few tracks that 
break out the hollow-body jazz licks 
and nothing else. It's on tracks like 
"Night And Day" and "The Curse 
Of Being In Love" that the pop sen-
sibilities that made his sophomore 
release, Two Way Monologue, so 
catchy show up. It will make non-
jazz fans keep listening. 
Another interesting part of any 
Lerche album is the word play. 
English is Lerche's second lan-
guage, and only for the commer-
cial accessibility. "I am delicate like 
plastic," and "Once in awhile every-
thing was perfect 'til the cat came 
crawling into your mind and you 
went blind," are just some of the 
literary nuggets Lerche hands out, 
forcing you to pause and rewind to 
make sure what you thought you 
heard was true. 
Unfortunately, the album gets 
into that generic John Legend/Jamie 
Cullum mode one time too many 
for this Lerche fan. But if you want 
to swoon to some Harry Connick Jr-
esque jazz with the occasional erec-
tion-inducing guitar lick, check out 
Duper Sessions. 
Download: "Night And Day" 
• 
• 
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Nature: not just for hippies 
Life inspires 
technology through 
biomimicry 
BY SHAUN KILLEN 
AND PAULA MENDON<fA 
As advanced as today's scientists 
and engineers are, the best approach 
when designing new technology may 
be to borrow ideas from good ol' 
Mother Nature. 
Increasingly, solutions for human 
problems are inspired by structures 
found in the natural world. In order 
to survive, many species have been 
forced to address the same challenges 
currently faced by human research-
ers. Human technology can imitate 
aspects of these organisms, using 
them as a shortcut towards innova-
tion. This is known as biomimicry. 
An example of biomimicry is the 
invention of Velcro; the idea was con-
ceived after its inventor saw how seed 
burrs stuck to his pants while hik-
ing. Other examples include copy-
ing plant leaf structure when con-
structing solar panels, and the study 
of insect locomotion for the de-sign 
of robots. 
The concept of biomimicry is 
nothing new though - the designs of 
the earliest airplanes were influenced 
by birds. Similarly, in the 188o's, the 
structure of the Eiffel tower was in-
spired by the way a thighbone sup-
ports weight. 
However, a key difference in the 
contemporary approach to biomim-
icry is that current technology allows 
nature's adaptations to be studied 
more in-depth. 
For example, spider silk, although 
lightweight, is roughly three times 
stronger than steel. Advances in mo-
lecular technology have allowed a 
better understanding of spider silk 
structure, and a Quebec biotechnol-
ogy company has used genetically-
modified goats to produce spider 
silk proteins in their milk for fu -
ture widespread production of the 
material. 
Fabrics based on the structure of 
spider silk could be used in the pro-
duction of super-strong, biodegrad-
able stitches for the medical field, or 
the design of armour for military ap-
Believe it or not, the Eiffel Towees design was inspired by 
engineers who looked at the human thigh. 
DUNCAN DE YOUNG 
plications. 
Biomimicry also influences the 
work of researchers at Memorial. 
Dean of Engineering Ray Gosine says 
several aspects of his research were 
inspired by natural systems. Most 
recently, he was involved in the de-
velopment of a computerized visual 
system to be used in the inspection 
of food products. 
"The system was designed to mim-
ic the human vision system," said 
Gosine. "The system could provide 
a very high-speed, general assessment 
using peripheral (side) vision, and 
then use foveal (central) vision for 
detailed inspections of objects that 
deserved more attention." 
An obvious advantage of bio-
mimicry is that nature has already 
done some of the work for us. As ex-
plained by Janine Benyus, author of 
Biomimicry: Innovation Inspired by 
Nature, "Animals, plants, and mi-
crobes are the consummate engi-
neers. They have found what works, 
what is appropriate, and most impor-
tant, what lasts here on Earth." 
"If it can't be found in nature, there 
is probably a good reason for its ab-
sence. It may have been tried, and 
long ago edited out of the popula-
tion," said Benyus. 
Although nature may have great 
ingenuity, there is still the daunting 
task of adapting nature's ideas for our 
own use. "Nature has evolved solu-
tions to many of [our] problems, but 
I believe the challenge of understand-
ing and replicating function ... will 
provide for interesting research for 
many years," said Gosine. 
One challenge of biomimicry is 
that designers and engineers may 
not have sufficient knowledge re-
garding organism structure or be-
haviour. Conversely, pure biologists 
may not recognize the potential of 
an organism for applications in engi-
neering and technology, so collabora-
tion across disciplines is vital. 
There are other potential draw-
backs of biomimicry too. Like any 
technology, innovations stemming 
from biomimicry could be used irre-
sponsibly. Gosine mentions the mili-
tary application of robots that mim-
ic swarming insects as a particularly 
controversial case. Economic con-
cerns are also important when im-
plementing designs inspired by na-
ture. 
Still, given proper consideration, 
the answers to many of our problems 
will likely be found after a careful ex-
amination of the natural world. 
"The challenge goes beyond the 
replication of function and includes 
considerations about how to do this 
in a way that is safe, reliable and eco-
nomical in the context of a practical 
application," said Gosine. 
Online shopping = bankruptcy 
THE INTERNET'S FUCKED UP, 
DIG? 
BY MARK CLUETT 
I've bought a lot of stupid shit in 
my lifetime. As we speak, the Sega 
Dreamcast I used twice is now sit-
ting in my closet, while I refuse 
to discard the miniature model 
of Thunderbird_ 2 that guards my 
bookcase. 
However, I've never bought so 
much stupid shit as when I got a 
credit card and could buy crap on 
the Internet. Amazon, eBay, and 
even cbc.ca get me' jonesing for that 
graphic tee no one else has. 
Here's just a few examples of the 
frivolous purchases I've made on-
line in the past few years: 
There's the Mario toque - wouldn't 
you shell out $19.99 (American) for 
a wool cap featuring your favou-
rite Italian plumber? Sure, it was 
bought in the heat of passion, re-
calling those furious nights of Duck 
Hunt and the Zapper. Plus it had 
that classic Super Mario Bros. set-
ting on it - it damn well better have 
when I ended up paying another 
$15 in duty. 
Then there's the pink paisley 
Fender '51 re-issue P-Bass: I need-
ed a new bass guitar after selling 
my old one. Did I need a hot pink 
one with a floral pattern? Probably 
not. f get a lot of shit for it, and the 
shipping cost from Florida was so 
much I don't even want to print it. 
But, at the end of the day, I have the 
coolest bass I've seen in St. John's 
and it still sounds better than my 
old Jazz Bass. 
And then there's my prized 
Crumpler Fux Deluxe messenger 
bag: Thankfully this item shipped 
from Canada, otherwise I'd be upset 
that I only bought this giant mes-
senger bag because it was called the 
Fux Deluxe. Shipping was free as 
well, but it was definitely an im-
pulse birthday buy. (As an aside, 
Crumpler.ca is one of the funniest 
websites on the go.) 
But, alas, these are just a few of 
my supposed "internet bargains." 
I believe I'm among the many who 
will drop major cash on an item just 
because it's a few bucks cheaper, but 
then get hosed on shipping or duty 
charges. 
There are ways to avoid this, how-
ever. \Vhen perusing eBay, always 
check to see if the same item has a 
listing in Canada. Even if it's a few 
bucks more, you'll save that on ship-
ping alone. 
Also, if you are looking at an item 
on an American webpage, check to 
see if they have a Canadian portal. 
Websites like Apple and Amazon 
have both .com and .ca versions, 
with applicable prices for each. 
If you can't find a Canadian ver-
sion of a website, check out google.ca 
and see if you can find a Canadian 
one that sells the same product. 
Nine times out of 10, you will. 
As for me, I have another 
Crumpler bag on order that actu-
ally fits my laptop. 
' 
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SHISEIDO MAKEOVER EVENT 
SATURDAY APRIL 22 & SUNDAY APRIL 23 
12PM TO SPM 
RECEIVE A PERSONALIZED COMPLIMENTARY 
SHISEIDO MAKEOVER* 
JHIJEIDO 
* Please visit or call the store in advance 
to reserve your time with a Shiseido 
make-up artist, as space is limited. 
TOPSAIL ROAD 
390 Topsail Rd, 
(709) 368-6084 
Open Sam to Midnight, 
7 days a week 
PLUS 
receive a Shiseido 
Spring Gift t with a 
purchase of $36 or more, 
from April 20 - April 30. 
t While quantities last 
See in store for details. 
SHOPPERS~ 
DRUG MART~ 
_,-
----
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I am slowly going crazy, 6-5-4-3-2-1-Fail 
SNAZZY SCIENCE 
BY JUANITA KING 
It's that shitty time of year again: The 
last couple of weeks in the semester 
when everyone's terrified into an al-
coholic stupor about their finals, those 
dreadful things. I know I am. I'm very, 
very screwed. 
It's a pleasant feeling, isn't it? Stress 
makes me feel so warm and fuzzy in-
side. Yes, and Stephen Harper is an an-
gel. 
While we're all caught up in feeling 
sorry for ourselves about why we're 
living the torturous life of a student -
cramming at late hours, popping caf-
feine pills like Marley smoked pot, 
drinking vodka out ofNalgene bottles 
during the last week of classes - there's 
also some crazy shit goin' down with 
your body physiologically. 
It goes a little something like this: 
You're enrolled in five courses. If you're 
an Arts student, you just finished writ-
ing at least three papers on topics no one 
cares about, but that professors continue 
to make students write on anyway. 
You're probably feeling angry. In my 
case, I'm angry at my books, my high 
school teachers for encouraging me to 
come to university, and the anti-tobacco 
lobbyists who have convinced me that 
cigarettes are bad when I could real-
ly use one right now. Heck, I'm feeling 
irritated about everything at this point; 
probably just like you. 
That anger leads to stress. And when 
you feel stressed, your body freaks out. 
It's like one big vicious freak-out cycle. 
Lovely, ain't it? 
I've been reading my roommate's 
physiology textbook to let you know 
what's going on inside your body while 
you're feeling stressed. Why? Because 
I'm a bitch and I want to make you feel 
worse about the whole thing. 
While your body reacts to real or 
threatened physical injury with a cer-
tain kind of stress that brings on a "fight 
or flight" response, other stressors, like 
anxiety about exams, also bring about a 
stress response - but it's different. 
Because any sort of rapid mobiliza-
tion of the body is inappropriate in a 
circumstance that isn't dire, body stores 
are broken down and fluid is retained 
needlessly. The body reacts as if there's 
something wrong physically, but if there 
is no physical damage the body is try-
ing to fix a problem that doesn't exist. 
The effects of this response are likely 
detrimental. 
Basically, stress can do all kinds of 
wacky things to your body. Usually it 
means you take longer to fall asleep 
and wake up feeling tired, have more 
headaches, muscle aches, and recur-
ring colds. 
Stress also makes you feel like you're 
being even less productive - it can make 
you more disorganized, have a hard 
time getting things done, feel more 
pressed for time, and just make you 
feel frustrated. 
After all of this talk about stress I 
think I could really use a stiff Jack and 
Coke. That, or a good screw. I recom-
mend either of these things if you're feel-
ing any of the above symptoms. Though, 
I would recommend those things for 
any time of day, month, or year. 
So, what wisdom do I have to ease 
your stress? I say screw exams. Let's all 
chill out, avoid having a heart attack at 
20 years old, and head to The Spur for 
some cheap tequila and creepy old men. 
Cheers to failing school and pursuing a 
summer of the most drunken debauch-
ery I can imagine. 
Student designs test for brain scan technology 
BY KIM ARMSTRONG 
VICTORIA (CUP) - Quinn Matthews 
spends his days in the basement of 
the Elliott Building on the University 
of Victoria campus, behind a door 
marked "Raman Spectrometer'', qui-
etly creating a revolution. 
The fourth-year physics student has 
spent his final undergraduate year 
working on a device that he calls the 
"Multi-dipole MEG Phantom" in his 
honours thesis, although he admitted 
that the name needs work. 
Magnetoencephalography (MEG) 
is a non-invasive technology that 
maps neuromagnetic signals emit-
ted by the brain. 
"If you imagine your brain, there 
is a lot of electrical currents running 
back and forth as the neurons fire, 
and each of the neurons generates a 
magnetic field," explained Arif Babul, 
a University of Victoria (UVic) faculty 
member and an astrophysicist. 
MEG reads these magnetic sig-
nals to determine where and in what 
sequence the brain is active during 
certain actions or stimuli. Matthews' 
device is intended to test the accura-
cy of MEG images by simulating the 
brain's magnetic patterns using very 
tiny magnetic field inductors. 
"It's a new device to really see how 
well (MEG] can perform, and if it tru-
ly can pick up types of activity pat-
terns," said Matthews, who spent the 
summer of 2005 working on a related 
project with Andrew Jirasek, a medi-
cal physicist on faculty at UVic. Last 
fall, Jirasek and Babul approached 
him independently about his cur-
rent project. 
"I wanted an artificial brain, but 
not a thinking brain ... something that 
you could light up different parts of 
and sort of simulate what the magnet-
ic activity in the brain would be like," 
said Babul, who was introduced to 
MEG technology by his wife and fel-
low scientist Naznin Virji-Babul. 
MEG technology has been in devel-
opment since the i97os, but has vast-
ly improved in recent years with ad-
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vances in computer algorithms and 
hardware. 
"[A MEG] looks like those old-
fashioned hairdryer things, except 
it's a dome, and it's got a11 these probes 
that are pointing towards your head," 
said Babul. "You can actually watch 
thinking going on." 
The trick now is to see how accu-
rately the MEG can pick up signals 
from the brain. "If you see a new re-
sult, you always want to have a mod-
el to see if it actually is what you're 
looking (at]," said Matthews. 
The device he is working on now is 
a more sophisticated version of cur-
rent testing apparatuses, able to emit 
much smaller signals in more compli-
cated patterns, so scientists can rec-
reate observed brain activity with a 
greater degree of accuracy. 
The idea for the machine was orig-
inally conceived through an exami-
nation of the motherboard from an 
old computer of Babul's, and it still 
follows form. Although the current 
board is fitted out with light emit-
ting diodes (LEDs) so that Matthews 
can see what his device is doing, an 
identical board with magnetic field 
inductors instead of LEDs is in the 
works. 
"At this point it's very much a pro-
totype," said Matthews. "There's a lot 
of work to go into it. It's really just get-
ting underway." 
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Summer Accommodations 
on Canadian Campuses 
Memorial University offers clean, reasonably-priced 
accommodations for conference, youth and sports 
groups; students, faculty and staff; and summer 
visitors. Other Canadian campuses offer similar 
services. 
For information about MUN accommodations visit: 
http://www.munhousing.ca/ 
and click on 'Summer Accommodations' 
For a complete listing of available Canadian campus 
accommodations: 
http://www.cuccoa.org/ 
Teaching Positions in South Korea 
An English language academy in Daegu, South Korea, has an opening for 
a person to teach conversational English and basic English grammar to 
students ranging in age from 8-14 years. 
Work week: Monday to Friday, 2:00-9:00 p.m. 
Number of classes: On average, four 50 minute classes a day 
Students per class: On average 10-12 students 
Curriculm: Established school curriculum and texts 
Salary and Benefits: Approximately $2,400 per month, free 
furnished non-sharing apartment, approx. 3 weeks paid vacation, free 
round-trip air ticket. 
Assistance will be provided with your passport, visa, and travel plans. 
Contact Dr. S. McGrath 
Phone, (709) 739-8041 or e-mail to: sjmcgr@yahoo.ca 
I 
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For Rent 
·ROOM IN FOUR-BDRM 
house located on Gloucester 
St. $250 with h/I, w/d, · 
and dishwasher included. 1/4 of 
cable, phone, and high-speed 
Internet. Parking space avail-
able, on bus route, five-minute 
walk to Marine Institute. Must 
be pet-friendly and mature. Call 
Sherry at 726-3998 or 709-468-
0319. 
ROOMMATE WANTED to share a 
spacious four-bdrm house with 
three other people. Fully fur-
nished except for bedroom. Wire-
less Internet hookup. 10-minute 
walk from MUN and the Avalon 
Mall. $237 plus 114 utilities. Con-
tact Terri at 687-7329 or terri 
lynn2003@hotmail.com and 
Wanda at 743-4118 or wanda-
peddle660@hotmail.com. 
ROOMS BY AVALON Mall, $300 
pau. Room can be furnished 
for additional $25/month. High-
speed Internet, long distance 
package, and w/d provided. 
Non-smoking female students 
preferred. Call 746-1048 or e-mail 
al3hsw@mun.ca. 
ALL-INCLUSIVE ROOM, $350. 
Located across from Churchill 
Square. Internet, cable, w/ 
d. Available immediately. 
Musicians preferred. Lots of 
breathing space. 749-6963. 
ROOM IN FURNISHED, three-
bdrm apt. Located on Elizabeth 
Ave. w/d and utilities included. 
$360 plus l/3 phone/Internet. Call 
739-6828. 
NEWLY RENOVATED two-
bdrm apt in a secure building 
on Crosbie Road. On maior 
bus routes and walking dis-
tance to MUN and Avalon Mall. 
Available to sublet starting May 
1 until Aug 31. Rent $595 p0u. 
On-site laundry. Call Sarah or 
Deanna at 722-7135 or 728-3881 
or 728-3650. 
THREE-BDRM APT in 
Georgetown. Renovated. 
Near MUN, downtown. $800 
heat, hot water included. 726-
1502. 
TWO-BDRM APT. Available April 
1. Hemmeriane Dr, Mt Pearl. 
f/s, w/d hookup, air exchang-
er, two-car driveway. Bus stop 
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in front of home. $425 pou. 745-
5504. 
SUBLET APT from end of April 
or May to Aug. Sharing with a 
mature male student. Spacious, 
clean, on major bus routes. 
Terra Nova Rd. Only $295 pou. 
Call Angela at 579-1597. 
TWO-BDRM, above-ground 
basement apt. Close to bus 
route. Freshly painted, f/s, w/d 
hookup, paved parking for one 
car. Located on Empire Ave. at 
Columbus Dr. $475, pau. Call 738-
1073 or 687-4057. 
FOR SUBLET May 1-Aug 31. 
Three-bdrm main floor apart-
ment with f/s, w/d, dishwasher, 
patio. Bright and spacious, $900 
pou. 251 Elizabeth Avenue. Call 
722-5913 or email: robyn pike@ 
hotmail.com. -
For Sale 
2001 GRAND AM SE, 135,000 kms, 
fully loaded, keyless entry, bug 
deflector, spoiler. $5,500. 747-
4462 or 690-5989. 
2004 PONTIAC GRAND AM. 
Fully loaded. Excellent condi-
tion inside and out. 6 cyl. Power 
steering, power brakes, power 
locks, pawer windows, pawer 
mirrors, ale, tilt, AM/FM, CD, 
cruise control, pawer driver's 
seat, remote entry, trunk re-
lease, driving lights, rear spoil-
er. Studded winter and all-sea-
son tires. Licensed until August 
2006. $11,500 ono. Must sel I! 728-
8651. 
COMPAQ PRESARIO 2180CA 
LAPTOP. AMD Mobile Athlon 
XP 2400+, 60 gig hard drive, 15" 
XGA TFT monitor, DVD/CD-
R, floppy, 56k modem, 802.llb 
wireless card, two USB, wireless 
mouse, and Microsoft Off ice in-
stalled, $700 ono. ryaniarman@ 
gmail.com. 
SINGLE BOXSPRING and mat-
tress, in very good condition, 
asking $100. 722-3759, ask for 
Keri. 
FUJIFILM CLEAR SHOT 50AF. 
Fuiinon lens 29 mm. Great cam-
era in excellent condition. Takes 
very clear pictures. Camera 
case included. Asking $40. Call 
submissions@themuse.ca 
743-360 or e-mail shea 7ca@ 
yahoo.ca. -
COMPACT WEIGHT BENCH and 
barbell set. Net weight 110 lbs. 
Asking $75. In almost new condi-
tion. Call Tara at 682-5237. 
1993 HONDA CIVIC SI, 108,000 
kms, power sunroof/mirrors/ 
steering, fog lights, cruise, two 
sets of tires, all new parts and 
exhaust, Sony Xplode MP3 play-
er, car is mint but needs some 
paint. $3,000 or $2,700 without 
MP3 player. Call 895-3767 or 728-
2667. 
19" TV: $90, dresser, bookshelf, 
TV stand, desk drawers: $60. 
Moving April 24, must sell be-
fore then. E-mail daphne@swift-
net.org. 
SOLID WOOD TABLE with leaf 
and set of four chairs. 59" (150 
cm) long with leaf; almost 43.5" 
wide (exactly no cm). $150 ono. 
Futon frame and mattress. Solid 
black frame with navy blue mat-
tress. Great condition. $150 ono. 
48" bed: frame, boxspring, and 
mattress included. Sears brand. 
Only used for about 1 1/2 years. 
$150 ono. Phone 754-7306: ask 
for Christine. 
2003 FORD FOCUS. Only 28,000 
kms! Female, non-smoking 
driver. Mint condition inside 
and out. Factory, new car bum-
per-to-bumper warranty until 
August. Studded winter and all-
season tires included. $9,900 ono. 
682-3910. 
ATI VIDEO CARD X800XL, AGP 
8X/4X, GDDR 256MB. Never 
overclocked, immaculate con-
dition, $250 ono. Call 683-0412 or 
e-mail steven.peach@hotmail. 
com. 
ACER PC. 160 GB/248 RAM, 
Windows XP. DVD/CD 
Burner. Everything includ-
ed. Great condition. $1200 ono. 
Contact Angela at 579-1597. 
DESK. 60" (152.5 cm) long, 30" (76 
cm) wide. Two drawers. $20 ono. 
This item must be sold! Phone 
754-7306, ask for Christine. 
Wanted 
THE PEACE-A-CHORD needs co-
ordinators to organize this year's 
festival. For more information 
go to www.peaceachord.org or 
e-mail info@peaceachord.org. 
VOLUNTEER HELP WANTED: 
Contributing writers, pho-
tographers. Please contact 
info@womansvoice.ca or www. 
womansvoice.ca. 
TICKET FOR CONVOCATION 
ceremony, Friday, May 26, 3:00 
pm. Will pay. E-mail iennifer-
turnerl@hotmail.com. 
THE SPUR, 164 Water St. Looking 
for a bartender! That could be 
you! Apply in person with re-
sume. 
1.3 CUBIC-FOOT FRIDGE (mini-
fridge, one that you'd have in 
res). Contact melaniehiscock@ 
hotmail.com if you've got one 
and you need to get rid of it! 
CONVOCATION TICKETS for 
Wednesday May 24 at 3:00 pm. 
Will pay cash! Please call Leah 
at 738-7195 or e-mail gwenn 
25@hotmail.com. -
JOHNSON GEO CENTRE needs 
volunteers to act as Geo teach-
ers for the current school sea-
son. Our Astronaut Trek pro-
gram teaches kids about space 
and planetary science. One 
morning a week, work as a 
team, no experience required. 
For more information, call Keith 
at 737-7886. 
Clubs and Societies 
Ii &al\\ !Jlll!'B!:ilW 1aa11111 Bil I lll\11:Wli&1l\ 
CHI ALPHA Christian Fellowship 
holds weekly services and so-
cials on Fridays, starting at 7:30 
pm in ED-1020. Everyone's wel-
come! For more info visit www. 
chialpha.ca. 
For Interest 
STUDY MEDICINE in Europe. 
www.medical-school.ca. Contact 
canadmin@medical-school.ca. 
LUNCH SEMINARS with Dr Veith. 
A DVD presentation lecture se-
ries with Dr Veith on health 
and nutrition. March 7 - April 
6, Tuesdays and Thursdays in 
SN-2105, 12:00 pm - 12:50 pm. 
Everyone welcome. 
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. Current events examined from 
the scriptures. Every Sunday, 
5:00 pm - 6:00 pm. On CHMR 
93.5 FM. 
LOST: ,TARTAN SCARF (red/ 
green/burgundy). 1' x 5' in length. 
Has a tag which says "ANTA: 
Handmade in Scotland." Lost on 
Friday, March 10, between 5:50 
pm and 7:10 pm in ladies' bath-
room across from the combat 
room in the phys-ed building. The 
scarf has great sentimental val-
ue, it is unique, and it cannot be 
replaced. If found or discovered 
or seen please return it to The 
Works' front desk or e-mail s 
lewis simpson@hotmail.com. 
Reward offered. 
HABITAT RESTORE. Will pick up 
your discarded items. They also 
help with home improvements. 
Habitat Restore sells furniture, 
appliances, and building supplies. 
We are located at 79 Blackmarsh 
Rd or you can call us at 738-7905. 
Funds raised are given to Habitat 
For Humanity. 
UNION OF ATLANTIC Provinces. 
Feel we could prosper without 
the rest of Canada? Talk to us. E-
mail atlantic.union@gmail.com. 
FOUND: Black wool cat hat, ears 
and all. Found in walkway be-
tween Smallwood Centre and 
earth sciences building. 
' DUMP AND RUN Donate your 
useful unwanted stuff and 
shop for sweet deals at the 
biggest garage sale all year. 
Support MUN Project Green 
and CESR, Campus Food 
Bank and the Canadian Diabetes 
Association. Donate almost any-
thing: small appliances, fur-
niture, TV's, clothes, food and 
books. Drop off your donations 
to Hatcher House residence from 
April 17 to April 23, 9:00 am to 
4:00 pm. Starts Thursday at 9:00 
am. Pick up of large items avail-
able, email enviro@mun.ca or 
call 746-4036. 
Personals 
IN THE WORDS of James Blunt, 
"Gcxx:lbye, my lovers." Until next 
year? waynegretzkysad@gmail. 
com. 
Students, let H&R Block do your taxes for $29.95t and you can enter for a chance to win a CD library.* Get great value 
and a chance to win some great new music featuring artists like Jack Johnson and Hawthorne Heights. Walk in with 
your taxes, walk out with money plus a chance to win, today at H&R Block. 
Go to rockwithblock.ca for more information. 
Come in today or call 1-
tTo qualify, student must present either (i) a T2202a documenting 4 or more months of full time attendance at a college or university during 2005 or (ii) a valid high school identification card. Expires June 30, 2006. Valid only at participating H&R Block locations in Canada. *NO 
PURCHASE NECESSARY. Purchase of H&R Block products or services will not increase your chances of winning. To play without purchase, see official rules. Odds of winning vary based on participation. Begins 3/6/06 and ends 5/15/06. Open to legal residents of Canada (excluding 
Quebec residents) who are 13 or older and were full -time students for four or more months during 2005 at a high school, college or university in either St. John's, Newfoundland, Sydney, Nova Scotia, Fredericton, New Brunswick or Sudbury, Ontario. Skill testing question required 
for award of prizes. There will be 4 random draws to award 5 prizes each for a total of 20 prizes. Each draw will consist of the eligible entries of full -time students attending high school, college or university in one of the following cities: St. John's, Newfoundland; Sydney, Nova 
Scotia; Fredericton, New Brunswick; and Sudbury, Ontario. Participation subject to official rules available at www.rockwithblock.ca Void in Quebec and where prohibited. 
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Life of Superman B Paul Butt 
submissions@themuse.ca 
Across 
1. August i7th, i976 
S· To remove weapons 
10. Many Aries' signs 
14. i982 flick The ___ Dead 
is. i6th century Polish cloak 
16. The chief nitrogenous compo-
nent of urine 
17. Electric twin of thunder that 
has two points of contact (two 
words) 
20. Pair or deuce 
21. To put your feet up 
22. The Greek God of wind 
23. Asian tuber, also purple flavour-
ing for bubble tea 
24. Middle-Eastern country 
2s. A Titan condemned to shoulder 
the world for eternity 
28. Related to or accompanying 
birth 
30. School of Rock phrase, "Step _ 
!" 
33. A legal agreement with a land-
lord 
34. There were this many Holy 
Commandments 
3S· Basic monetary unit in 22 
across 
36. Relating to the study of enjoy-
ment at the table and the art of 
cooking 
40. Informal artillery 
41. Competed in the Tely io 
42. "You're ___ , go on a diet!" 
43. Suffix for a female lion 
44. Children's book about same-
ness, starts with "The" 
46. One that does the wiring 
47. To run from trouble or danger 
COMPRESSED FILM COMICS SOMEWHERE ON A PACIFIC ISLAND.-
TODAY'S FILM: 
ooh! I get to 
be the T-Rex! 
Ra'tlr! I represent nature and canno~ be 
controlled! watch as I destroy this house~ 
representing htmanity's 
folly! JUllASS:tC PARK 
' 
./ 
I too represent 
nature, but rather i~s 
nurturing aspect! 
' h.~ ..,, "'°" 'tM ~ *<>~•~<r1 W• ~v~ . iruh~ llt'ld ....... rt ~ ;~ ~<0<1li1 .. ~now.Jh to ~~....--· ,.. . .-'' 
thi hi<. w~ could 
COl\tt'<>l! 
-~-... ; 
Mankind was foolish to 
unleash us upon the 
world! who are they 
to play God?\ 
Also, I and you as well represent the 
threat of c.astration. Recal 1 that the 
raptors were i~troduced with the ima9e of 
a fossilized claw bein9 used to ' geld ' 
he curious boy. Reading the dinosaurs 
YOU 
.... said 
it:! 
as v.~an (and 
reca.l i that 
all the ......_ 
dinosaurs 
were c: l oned . 
fema1 e) it 
appears that 
the message of 
(C) 2003 Ryan Norn1 
Wish you could wait 
for the bus wherever 
you want? 
Now you can. 
Introducing 
myStop text messaging service 
• Receive the expected arrival time 
on your cell phone for any stop, 
on any Metrobus route, at any 
time of day. 
• Only 25~ (or less) per request. 
Try it out! 
To receive the expected arrival 
time for the next bus on Route 1 
at the Memorial University bus 
stop, text message STJ 2027 1 to 
848259. 
myStop iii•• 
For a complete list of 
Metrobus stop numbers, 
visit www.mystop.ca. 
the fi l m 
is t:hat 
femi ninity 
is 
dangerous an 
st be repres sed! 
Rawr! 
/ 
48. An exclamation from the roar-
ing 20s 
so. Bacall's first, Ralph's last 
S3· To mix a pot's contents with a 
spoon 
S4· An old, witchy woman 
S7· The agreement that marked the 
end of conflict between the UK 
and France in i904 (two words) 
60. A small, biting fly 
61. Not even a little bit (two 
words) 
62. The Wu-Tang __ _:_ 
63. Spoken excitement, coupled 
with ahhs 
64. Lords in a Newfie accent 
6s. Time long past: days of __ _ 
Down 
1. To be very quick and skillful 
2. To state or acknowledge boldly 
3. Fre·e word: tiro 
4. Large deer or popular lodge 
S· A cow's tits 
6. Simpson's character, wrestling 
move 
7. Settled on a branch after a 
flight 
8. A big truck or drilling house 
9. Female equivalent to Maharaja 
10. A sentence without pause 
(hyph) 
11. Association for Religion and 
Intellectual Life (acer) 
12. List of options consulted, as in 
a restaurant 
13. Happens to a boob as it ages 
18. Small utensil that eliminates 
mistakes 
19. A moderate of green and blue 
23. Possessing a pleasing flavour 
24. An element on a list 
April6,2006 
2s. Slimey, tiny water life 
26. Clapton song " ___ in Heaven" 
27. "Nothing ___ forever" 
29. To make amends for sinning 
30. A player on Edmonton's hock-
ey team 
31. Not true 
32. A frequent __ _ 
3S· Avoid dogs foaming at the 
mouth, they're probably this 
37. A flavour for instant noodles 
in a cup 
38. The central longitudinal space 
of a Gothic church 
39. One who is not brave 
44. A deep, glacially shaped val-
ley 
4S· Told again 
47. Ridges on the fingerboard of 
a guitar 
49. Lyrics: " ___ just want to have 
fun" 
so. Plastic bricks that children play 
with 
s1. ___ Domini 
s2. Rectangular U.S state 
S3· The bad uncle in The Lion 
King 
S4· The glowing ring above an an-
gel's head 
SS· Rala in a mirror 
s6. A unit of heredity 
s8. Estimated Time of Arrival 
(acer) 
T A S T 
Sudoku 
4 · 1 6 
5 6 
2 8 5 9 
4 2 1 3 9 
5 1 
8 1 3 6 2 
9 7 2 4 
2 7 
1 5 4 
Fly into London and back from: 
ROME $699* 
MADRID $699* 
ATHENS $799* 
Depart by May 23, return good for one 
year with flexible change fees. 
EUROPE RAIL PASSES: 
LOWEST PRICE - NO SERVICE FEES - ISSUED ON THE SPOT 
*Taxes and surcharges not included. Student/Youth eligibility. Fares are air only. St. John's return 
departures. Prices may differ depending on departure/return date. More info available from Travel Agent. 
Tr.we! CUTS is owned am.I operc1ted by the Canadl.ln Fl.!d~ration of Stu(.hwts. 
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Bl' DAVID KARP 
VICTORIA (CUP) - For some peo-
ple, Scrabble is just another rainy-day 
board game. For 21-year-old James 
Leong, it's a passion. 
1be University of British Columbia 
law student plays an average of 10 
games a week and was crowned 
champion at the Vancouver Scrabble 
Tournament, held March 4 and 5. 
"I just play really fast," Leong said. 
"It's a mental rush that I like doing." 
In the world of competitive Scrabble 
players need to move fast - they only 
have 25 minutes to make all their 
moves for the entire game. If they go 
over, they lose io points for each min-
ute. 
Then, there are all the bizarre words 
- there are over 120,000 permissi-
ble words in the National Scrabble 
ort 
Association's official word list. Updated 
this year, the tournament's bible in-
cludes words like qubyte (a sequence 
of eight quantum bits), gyttja (an or-
ganically-rich mud), boocoo (an al-
ternate spelling for the French word 
beaucoup), and hryvnia (a monetary 
unit in Ukraine). 
Many of the top players spend 
hours memorizing lists of words and 
letter combinations. But Leong has 
a more relaxed approach to keeping 
on top of new words: "You just read, 
you go around the world, you observe 
things." 
"For example, now [words] like pa-
kora are good. Pakora is Indian food. 
Or bento, a Japanese lunch," said the 
Scrabble champion, perhaps a little 
hungry after his win. 
He also could have mentioned za 
(slang for pizza), lassi (a beverage of 
yogurt, water and flavouring), ancho 
(a chili pepper), papadum (a thin, crisp 
bread from India), or poutine. 
"'fhere's a lot of Internet stuff that's 
coming on, like blogging and bloggers 
and cybersex," Leong added, admitting 
he tried, but didn't have the goods to 
lay down the last one. ''I've gotten close, 
but not perfect." 
Before the tournament, Leong was 
ranked 146th in North America. If he 
continues his winning ways, howev-
er, he'll soon be climbing the rank-
ings, keeping his eyes set on Dean 
Saldanha, the top-ranked player in 
British Columbia and 83rd on the con-
tinent. 
Saldanha, a 23-year-old business stu-
dent at Richmond's Kwantlen College, 
placed i3th at the World Scrabble 
Championship in November and was 
Canadian champion in 2003. 
Ultimate a social sport 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24 
field, people match up and cover some-
one of the same sex. 
1he league has also been develop-
ing women's-only programs. Last year, 
they held an introductory women's 
clinic. Right now, there are pick-up 
games being held at the Field House. 
Any female from the community, at 
any age and any skill level, can drop 
in and play. 
"[It's a] group of women getting to-
gether once a week and just having a 
good time, learning ultimate and get-
ting ready for the upcoming season," 
said Auld. "We)re there to help you 
learn the game in a less intimidating 
atmosphere." 
example. "But no matter what you do, 
there's going to be people cheering for 
you," said Auld. 
As well as being a good way to get 
in shape and play a sport, ultimate is 
about getting out and having fun.1he 
league is very social, and plans many 
events. It's a great way to meet peo-
ple. In fact, Auld even met her fian-
cee playing ultimate. 
This summer, teams will be hit-
ting fields across the city. After the 
games, friends will have BBQs, grab 
a few beers, or both. All from buck-
ing a disk around. 
To find out when pick-up games are 
held, get on the mailing list. You can 
sign up at: www.milezeroultimate.com. 
The women's games are currently held 
at The Works, and are free for MUN 
students, and open to any female. 
"My parents, they started 
playing at home, and I would 
set up the board for them," 
he said. "I got tired of that, so 
1 started playing. As long as I 
enjoy it, I'll keep playing." 
While Saldanha usually 
only plays two games a week, 
he does study word lists to 
help boost his score. 
"Every game is different," 
he said. "'!here can be simi-
lar games, but you can nev-
er have two that are exactly 
the same." 
Unlike Leong, who plays 
over the Internet, Saldanha 
usually plays at home with his family. 
His mother, father and sisters are all 
competitive Scrabble players. 
His youngest sister, Dielle, is ranked 
i61st in North America. A grade 12 
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student who plays Scrabble once a 
week, she hopes to someday pass her 
brother in the Scrabble rankings. 
''I've only ever played him once in a 
tournament," she said. "I won." 
Dielle won an award for the high-
est-scoring game in her division at 
the Vancouver tournament - she 
nailed a score of 547. 
The siblings come by their 
Scrabble skills honestly. Their fa-
ther, Norbert, who hails from the 
United Arab Emirates, was the Gulf 
champion in 199i. 
All competitive Scrabble play-
ers set their eyes on the National 
Scrabble Championships held ev-
ery summer in the United States. The 
champion walks away with a $25,000 
US prize. Last year, Dave Wiegand, a 
mortgage underwriter from Portland, 
Oregon went home with the money. 
A guiding principal of ultimate 
frisbee is keeping up the "spirit of the 
game." The sports stresses respect for 
other players above all. Also, games 
are self-officiated, so a players can 
their own fouls. 
You get better quickly with practice, 
learning a few throwing techniques for 
In addition, there are weekly pick-
up games for all. You can also sign up 
to join a team and play in the summer 
league from June through to August. 
Registration begins in mid-April. 
CHRIS NICHOLAS 
In most games of ultimate women guard other women, but many like provincial team member Nicki Ryan are 
good enough to take on any guy. 
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Survive exams without stress 
IN DE-STRESS 
BY f ENN MARTIN 
As you should have noticed by now, it's 
that time of year again. If you're any-
thing like me, you may just be freak-
ing out about exams, papers and all the 
rest of it. The crunch is on, kids, so what 
exactly are you going to do? 
Well, apart from the aforementioned 
freaking out and trying to force your 
head into a book, there are a few things 
you can do to ensure your survival, 
your good grades, and just maybe, your 
happiness during this difficult season. 
Enter my top 10 tips for surviving the 
exam season. 
Sleep 
I mean it. I realize that it's tempting to 
pull all-nighters or stay up late study-
ing, just as it may be tempting to stay 
out late procrastinating, but neither 
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will serve you well. A sleep-deprived 
mind is not a functional one. Even if 
it means that something will be slight-
ly late, that may just be better than on 
time and crappy. This leads us to the 
second tip ... 
Plan 
Plan everything. Plan study time, sleep 
time, and break time. With so much 
to do, it's easy to dive right in, and get 
yourself completely overwhelmed. 
Resist the urge to even think about be-
ginning without a plan. Look at your 
exam schedule. Figure out what you 
still have to write and pass in. Allot 
time for all of the studying you have to 
do, and keep in mind what's due when. 
Block out your time and post the sched-
ule where you can see it. Try really, re-
ally hard to keep to it. This takes effort, 
but is worth it in the long run. 
Stretch 
Sitting in front of a book, or a com-
puter screen may not qualify as hard 
physical labour, but it's definitely hard 
* SPARK™ 
on your back and neck, not to men-
tion your head. Take breaks. Walk and 
stretch your muscles every hour or so. 
Reach your arms above your head. Do 
a bridge. Touch your toes. Whatever it 
takes to get the blood flowing and to re-
lease some of that pent-up tension. 
Rant 
You're frustrated. You've been work-
ing on a project or studying for hours, 
and maybe it's not going so well. Try 
talking about it, real person-to-person 
communication is a natural human 
urge - as is venting. Call a friend. Call 
your mom. Rant as needed. 
Stay sober 
We've all heard that if you study in 
a particular mental state, it can take 
bringing back those exact conditions 
to remember everything you learned. 
This is particularly important if you're 
anything like me, and even one or two 
drinks can alter your mental state sig-
nificantly. If you must unwind with 
an adult beverage, at least try to limit 
yourself. You wouldn't go to an exam 
drunk, so don't study under the in-
fluence. 
Reward yourself 
This doesn't need to be an expensive 
thing - it could just be doing some-
thing you enjoy. Once you've finished 
a particular task, do something for you. 
Even if it's just a rented movie, or a re-
laxing cup of tea or coffee with a treat, 
it can motivate you, and give you a 
chance to catch your breath. 
Drop tense friends 
Keep away from crazy, stressed-out 
people. Even ifit means taking a break 
from certain friends, you don't deserve 
to have other people's anxieties rub off 
on you. You deserve to relax. Don't let 
anyone convince you otherwise. 
No distractions 
Turn off instant messager. I know from 
experience that I don't get any messages 
S ~R song 
from disco to reggae. 
What is SPARK? It's how to get 
that cool song you just heard, right av.;ay. 
Brovvse hundreds of thousands of songs, 
dovvnload and listen to full tracks, IJ~ 
and customize your playlists: all on your pl1one·. 
LG 8100 
You want a song? You got a song. 
Now throw your wings in the air. SPARK. 
until I get three at the same time, and 
always at the worst possible time. This 
applies to music and TV too. You'll get 
more done without them. I'll be the 
first to admit that I love having a con-
stant soundtrack, but sometimes, well, 
the ska's got to go. 
Get goodies 
All that being said, do try keep yourself 
interested. I'm a sucker for a hot pink 
notebook or a pretty pen. Exam sea-
son is the perfect time to whip those 
extra-special things out. Make up 
notes on cute little cue-cards, or or-
ganize the material you need to study 
in green ink. Whatever it takes to get 
you thinking. 
No cramming 
When the time comes, and you're wait-
ing to get in to write your exam, don't 
cram. I have never, ever, accomplished 
more than freaking myself out by stud-
ying in the hour before an exam. Just 
breathe in and out. You either know it, or 
you don't. Stay relaxed, and good luck. 
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Hell freezes over 
Expansion Fog Devils flame out of playoffs, 
but junior hockey is successful in its first year 
in St. John's is a success. 
BY PATRICK SAVARD-WALSH 
St. John's' brand spankin' new hock-
ey franchise raised some eyebrows 
this season, but in the end they lacked 
Cinderella's magic - which was busy 
deserting George Mason when they 
needed it most - to pull off the upset. 
Their playoff run ended with a thud 
in the second period of game five, on 
Sunday at Mile One. The Cape Breton 
Screaming Eagles (40 - 23 - 7, third 
place in the Eastern Division) netted 
three straight to open the scoring, and 
it was all downhill from there as the 
Fog Devils (30 - 34 - 6, sixth place in 
the East) were eliminated from the first 
round after the 5 - i loss. They lost the 
best-of-seven series 4 - i. 
"It was a first playoff experience 
for many on the team," said head 
coach Real Paiement. "It was 
their first opportunity to have 
an important role to play. It 
was a very positive expe-
rience for the team." 
Indeed, the 
St. John's team 
faired well for 
a first-year 
team, fin-
ishing with 
the sec-
ond-most 
wins, the 
second-
highestat-
ten dance 
num-
bers, 
and the third-most points of any ex-
pansion team in the Quebec Major 
Junior League's history. 
Their expansion cousins, the 
Saint John Sea Dogs, fin-
ished second-last in 
the league, and 
missed the 
post-sea-
son. 
Ultimate women 
Frisbee is a fem ale 
friendly sport 
BY KATE DEARNESS 
Ultimate frisbee is a relatively new 
sport. It's a little like touch football, 
with the objective of moving the disc 
from one end of the field to the end 
zone at the other side. Like basket-
ball, once you get the disc you can't 
run with it, and have to pivot on the 
spot. 
"We like to think that ultimate com-
bines the best aspects of other team 
sports, and mixes it in with [the] spirit 
of the game," said Robyn Auld, pres-
ident of the local league, Mile Zero 
Ultimate. "It's not just for dogs and 
hippies anymore." 
The league was founded in the 
spring of 2004, with "the goal of or-
ganizing, promoting, and growing the 
sport of ultimate in the province." But 
don't be scared by that intimidating 
word, "league." There's none of the 
pressure that comes with many team 
sports. 
Many people get involved in ulti-
mate when a friend drags them out 
to try it - they usually get hooked 
shortly after. "It's the atmosphere. 
Everyone's having a great time," said 
One of the Fog Devils' problems 
during the regular season wasn't a 
factor in the playoffs, and another 
became brutally evident. Their road 
troubles (they won only five out of 35 
games away from the island) didn't 
shake them as they lost a close opener 
and won the second game in the series, 
both in Cape 
Auld. Ultimate is as intense or laid-
back as you make it and entirely non-
threatening. 
What also makes ultimate special 
is the mix of genders on the field. In 
most leagues across the country it's 
standard to have seven players on at 
a time: Four men and three women. 
Sometimes in Newfoundland they 
play with five players, but they're aim-
ing to introduce more women to the 
sport. 
Ultimate is a non-contact sport, and 
you can't interfere with the space over 
someone's head, to equalize gender 
height differences. Generally on the 
SEE "ULTIMATE" PAGE 22 
Breton. 
However, a wise old sage once said, 
"It's hard to win when you can't put the 
damn puck in the net." St. John's had 
the third-worst goal total during the 
regular season in the 18-team league. 
In their series against the Screaming 
Eagles they netted just eight goals dur-
ing the five games. 
"Throughout the year, we weren't 
known for our goal-scoring. It didn't 
help that we had to face the best goalie 
in the league," Paiement said, speak-
ing of 18-year old puck-stopping sen-
sation Ondrej Pavelec, the Screaming 
Eagles goalie. 
The Fog Devils' shots, when they got 
through the Cape Breton defensemen, 
were weak and usually 
missed the net. Shots 
from the point 
proved use-
less against 
the well-
prepared 
Pavelec, 
and St. 
John's 
seemed 
to have 
a hard-
er time 
on the 
power-
play 
than 
at 
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even-strength. 
"We created opportunities, played a 
good brand of hockey, we just lacked 
finish," said Paiement. 
The Devils are losing some key play-
ers in the off-season; veteran goalie 
Brandon Verge, captain Scott Brophy 
and right winger Marty Doyle will all 
be over the league's age-limit. 
Although Paiement admits it will 
be tough losing some majors parts of 
his team, he assures us that the seniors 
left the younger players with good tools 
to use. 
"Brandon Verge did a great job help-
ing [backup goaltender Ilia] Ejov," he 
says. "And Marty was the ultimate 
team player; if you were on the team, 
you were his buddy." 
As for the departing captain, Scott 
Brophy, Paiement had nothing but 
praise: "Brophy was the captain, it 
didn't matter if he had the 'C' or not, 
he was the leader." 
But like an astronaut preparing for a 
mission to the sun, the future is bright 
for the young franchise. Several young 
players are eager to assume an impor-
tant role in the lineup. 
"Leadership will be a team effort," 
said Paiement. "But if we give players 
the opportunity to become leaders, 
some might surprise us." 
With playoff experience under the 
belt of many of the team's players, next 
year could be an exciting one for hock-
ey in St. John's. Although junior hock-
ey arguably lacks the talent of the pro-
fessional leagues, there is an amazing 
display of effort put forth by the play-
ers not always seen in the pros. 
When money is not in the cards, and 
kids are playing their hearts out to get 
noticed by scouts, it produces a rare 
breed of hockey that is only start-
ing to bud in this city. 
CHRIS NICHOLAS 
Colleen Tapper goes for a catch during the MUN Ultimate Society Fris-
bee Marathon on Tuesday, April 5. 
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KGB Idol Katherine Giroux-Bougard declares war on those damn YANKees. JANE PAM ROD 
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KGB SPIES 
infiltrate 
MUN Campus 
Society dedicated to 
MUNSU president-
elect begins 
operations 
BY CLARK MUELETT 
A new society has formed on cam-
pus to address the growing num-
ber of male suitors infatuated with 
incoming student union president, 
Katherine Giroux-Bougard. 
The Katherine Giroux-Bougard 
Society Partitioned In Equal 
Sections (KGB SPIES) is seek-
ing ratification at the next meet-
ing of the Memorial University of 
Newfou ndland Students' Union 
(MUNSU). Formally known as the 
KGB, the growing interest in the 
group has forced them to split the 
society into equal factions. 
Incoming VP internal Stephanie 
Power doubts that KGB SPIES will 
penetrate the iron curtain that cur-
rently prevents many student soci-
eties from obtaining space on cam-
pus, but maintains that she will fight 
for their rights. 
"KGB SPIES will have a hard time 
breaking into the sixth floor," said 
Power. 
The group will face other hard-
ships on campus. The Young 
Association of Newfoundlanders 
Knowing Stella (YANKS) strives 
to get to know VP External Stella 
Magalios just a little bit better. The 
YANKS and the KGB SPIES have 
been competing for funding all se-
mester, but the YANKS have cut the 
KGB SPIES off at every turn. 
"Those YANKS really burn my 
pee," said KGB SPIES president 
Sergei Chekhov. "We've been at odds 
with them ever since the summer 
of 2005." 
Chekov says that during those 
hot summer months the two clubs 
fought over the use of an air-con-
ditioned room on the Smallwood 
Centre's sixth floor. Known only 
as "the cold war", the incident has 
been a big point of contention be-
tween the two. 
"Crackers," said YANKS president 
Harold Truman. "If we could thwart 
the KGB SPIES it might be an end to 
this cold war." 
~oes on sta • 1ng spree 
MUNSU President 
kills three at party 
BY WILLIAM ALEXANDER 
An ordinary college party turned 
tragic last weekend after student 
union President Cletus Flaherty, 
acting in a fit of rage, stabbed three 
people to death, and seriously in-
jured one other. 
The party started around 8:00 
pm, and Flaherty and his room-
mates were apparently taking extra 
precautions to keep the house clean 
and the party safe. The trouble be-
gan when some partygoers began to 
tease Flaherty about losing the sex-
iest man on campus award to VP 
Finance Mike Lovell. 
Flaherty insisted that the process 
had been rigged, that he was still up-
set about it and would prefer if oth-
ers didn't mention it. 
The turning point came when 
Lovell said that his mother was in 
the process of framing the award. 
According to witnesses, Flaherty 
grabbed the largest knife in the 
house, and proceeded to violently 
stab Lovell. After roughly 15 stabs 
and slashes he took a step back, and 
reportedly shouted, "You ain't so 
pretty no more are ya?!" 
One partygoer, who asked to go 
unnamed, said Flaherty looked ma-
niacal. 
"He just had this crazy look in his 
eyes," she said. "It was a little scary, 
but we were going to keep drinking 
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since it was just Lovell, but then he 
went after Terry and Jonothan." 
She was referring to Terry 
McDonald and Jonathan Loder, who 
attempted to remove Lovell's body 
from the house. Flaherty saw them 
and immediately pounced, slashing 
and stabbing both men, who even-
tually died of blood loss. 
Incoming MUNSU president 
Katherine Giroux-Bougard was also 
attacked, but managed to survive by 
hiding under the MUNSU constitu-
tion - which resembles the invisibil-
ity cloak from Harry Potter. 
Memorial President Axel Meisen 
delivered a speech on behalf of the 
university, but was unclear on how 
they would deal with Flaherty. 
"We deeply regret these tragic acts 
happened to students at our univer-
sity," he said. "On the topic of Mr. 
Flaherty, the university administra-
tion has decided to leave punish-
ment to the discretion of the stu-
dent union." 
"We prefer not to get involved in 
serious issues of student behaviour, 
but would rather let them work it 
out themselves." 
MUNSU VP Internal Roger 
Drinkall says the union would like 
to do something about Flaherty, but 
is restricted by their bylaws. In par-
ticular, a 1972 bylaw states that any 
activity, criminal or not, cannot be 
used as justification for dismissal if 
it occurred off-campus. 
"Listen, I'd like to do something 
about this, but our hands are tied," 
he said. "The bylaw is firmly en-
trenched in our constitution. Look 
SPECIAL 2'·• o; ., 
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it up if you want." 
Police have yet to press charges, but 
Staff Sergeant and Media Relations 
Officer Georgina Short said, "That 
Cletus boy sure is cute." 
As for Flaherty, he appeared calm 
and sober delivering a speech to 
council. 
"I apologise from the bottom of 
my heart for the troubles I have 
caused so many of you, " he said. 
"However, at this time I think it 
would be unwise to erode our poli-
cies and procedures by waving this 
bylaw. I have considered waiving the 
rule but in the end I have to do my 
duty to the students, and I think one 
of my duties as president is to up-
hold constitutional and therefore 
organizational integrity. Now, let's 
get crunk." 
Wetll try get it to you 
in a couple hours ... 
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Apple creates dependency 
on products with cocaine 
BY MANGIE HAIRY-INGTON 
Have you ever wondered why so many 
people are walking around with iP-
ods of various generations and why so 
many iBooks, PowerBooks, and now, 
the MacBook Pro are popping up in 
the QEII? The reason is white gold. 
That's right. Hard drugs. Apple has 
been lacing their clickwheels with 
crack. . 
"The plan was to have people touch 
a product and then need it for an un-
known reason," said a constantly snif-
fling Steve Jobs, Apple's CEO. 
"Once I used my friend's iPod, I had 
to get one. Then I needed an iBook 
so I could download music to put on 
my iPod. When the iPod mini was 
released, I needed one of those too. I 
also had to get a PowerBook because 
it matched my new silver mini. I now 
have the new iPod so I can watch 
videos and the iPod nano in both 
black and white. My MacBook Pro 
is shipping as we speak," said Gala 
Macintosh, second year music. 
"We have secretly created the need 
to have more - to want better. It's 
like a junkie getting used to a certain 
amount of Charlie and then needing 
more. It's harmless though ... you 
can't overdose from too many elec-
. tronics," said Jobs. 
Local physician, Gran~y Smith, 
cautions the use of Apple -products 
for an extended amount of time. "Mac 
users, especially students; spend a 
great deal of time on their computers, 
emailing, instant messaging, looking 
for dumb shit and doing school work. 
This means there is a steady stream 
of drugs· in their bodies. It is like be-
ing hooked up to an IV of blow," she 
said. Dat's some good white gold. STEV E "BLOW" JOBS 
Terry Mac pins the blam.e on safety pins 
Contender for 
MUNSU position 
almost dies, thrice 
BY TATIA MARIA 
After spending the last semester un-
derground in his secret Hat Cave, 
Terry McDonald has broken his si-
lence about his trials and tribulations 
of the past year - and how safety pins · 
have ruined his life. 
"People thought it all began and 
ended with the [MUNSU] by-elec-
tion, and 'Pingate'," said McDonald. 
"But that was just the beginning of 
my problems." 
McDonald lost last fall's MUNSU 
by-election because he failed to sub-
mit a receipt for three dollars worth 
of safety pins used for his campaign. 
Although upset about the ordeal, 
McDonald says that he had resolved 
to get on with his life and looked for-
ward to bigger and brighter things. 
McDonald's high hopes were 
dashed roughly two weeks later when 
he took a fall walking home from 
George Street on a Friday night. 
"I was getting freaky at Etomik all 
night, and I was pretty drunk. I had 
spent most of my cash on drinks for 
me and the ladies, so I had to hoof 
it home. On the way home, my cane 
caught in a storm drain and I fell 
down," said McDonald. 
"I don't know how it got there, but 
there was an open safety pin in my 
pocket. When I fell, it stabbed me 
pretty deep." 
Th e safety pin punctured 
McDonald's left testicle, rendering 
him helpless in the street. Near by 
residents were alerted to his predica-
ment by the wails of"Say it ain't so!", 
and called an ambulance. 
Upon arrival at the hospital, 
McDonald was informed his testicle 
was beyond repair, and that he may 
never be able to have children. 
"My girlfriend dumped me af-
ter that. She said she was only with 
me for my superior genes," said 
McDonald. 
After a month to recover both 
physically, mentally, and emotionally 
from his ordeal, McDonald returned 
to MUN and the Open Mic stage at 
The Breezeway in an attempt to get 
back to a normal life. Unfortunately 
for McDonald, his bad luck would 
continue. 
"Some asshole thought it would be 
funny to st ick safety pins in my mic 
chord. I just grabbed the mic to read-
just it and I blacked out," he said. 
McDonald had been electrocuted 
when he touched the safety pin, and 
was rushed to the hospital. He re-
ceived minor burns to his hands and 
the feet, but claims the psychological 
damage was greater. 
"I haven't been able to go back on 
stage since," he said. 
The third and final incident oc-
curred on Shrove Tuesday, or as it's 
more commonly known, Pancake 
Day. McDonald, who was at this time 
living back at home in order to de-
crease stress in his life, was celebrat-
ing the occasion with his mother's 
cooking. 
"I hadn't told my mom about 
the safety pin connection in the 
Breezeway incident. I didn't want 
her to worry," he said. 
This decision proved dangerous, 
when McDonald swallowed a safety 
pin that was cooked into his pancake. 
McDonald's family had been follow-
ing the tradition of putting house-
hold objects, such as rings, safety 
pins, keys, and buttons in their pan-
cakes in an attempt to predict their 
fortunes. 
"A safety pin is supposed to mean 
you'll have children," he said. "But 
this time it meant another trip to the 
hospital." 
The safety pin did not pass through 
McDonald's system, resulting in a 
blockage in his bowel that had to be 
surgically removed. After two weeks 
recovery, McDonald left the Health 
Sciences Centre and checked himself 
into the Waterford Hospital. 
"I knew I'd be safe here. I've got a 
therapist - right now we're working 
on exposure therapy, introducing me 
to the idea of a comfortable life along 
side safety pins," he said. 
McDonald hopes to be cured with-
in the year. In the meantime, Open 
Mic Night at the Breezeway will be 
taken over by Dean of Student Affairs 
and Services Lily Walker, using her 
stage persona, the Texas Ranger. 
Beating a dead horse 
T HE MUNSU BEET 
BY SCREAMA FIRESTONE 
Hello and welcome to an all new 
MUNSU Beet, where I spend about a 
paragraph trying to be hilarious, fail 
miserably, then tell you about boring 
Students' Union meetings. 
But, it's about time I level with you 
guys - nothing relevant happens at 
these meetings. I've been making it all 
up to fill space in the newspaper be-
cause I knew nobody would actually 
show up and discover the truth. But, 
the truth is the only thing Memorial's 
Students' Union (MUNSU) really 
does every Wednesday at 5:00 pm in 
UC-2001 is talk about beets. Here's 
what really went down this week. 
• President Cletus Flaherty said 
students shouldn't have to use student 
loans to fund their beet purchases. 
"With the price of beets going up 
all time,. what students really need 
are grants, not loans," said Flaherty, 
opening a jar of beets. 
Flaherty also said the lease agree-
ment for the Smallwood Centre would 
finally be signed this week. 
"There's no beating around the 
bush anymore," he said. "We're leas-
ing out the entire cafeteria to beet 
retailers, which we really think will 
help us beat our debt." 
• VP Internal Roger Drinkall said 
the Breezeway is booming, with 15 
new flavours of beet juice on tap. He 
also said he could beat anyone in an 
arm wrestling contest. 
• Arts Rep Chad Griffiths start-
ed beating his fists on the table in 
anger. 
"What we need are fair trade beets 
on campus," he shouted. "Big beet . 
corporations are beating children in 
the third world. What we have is a 
systemic under-funding of grassroots 
beet organizations." 
"Also, the jars beets come in are 
not environmentally sustainable," 
he added. 
•VP Academic Katherine Giroux-
Bougard brought forth a motion to 
make it the official policy of the union 
that beets are absolutely delicious. 
Councillors debated for 5 hours 
straight, and voted unanimously to 
pass the motion. 
• Chair of the meeting Keith 
Dunne saiq that the union should 
be focusing their energies on educa-
tion issues instead of talking about 
beets. 
"I know I'm not on council any-
more, but this is ... " 
Before Dunne could finish his sen-
tence he was struck by a beet to the 
head, and fell to the floor. Blood, the 
colour of beets, oozed everywhere. 
•Chief Returning Officer Jennifer 
McGrath announced that even though 
Kinetics Rep Stephanie Power won 
this year's election for VP Internal, 
she couldn't have the job since she 
forgot to account for three dollars 
worth of beets used during her cam-
paign. 
Just then, Power's opponent and 
president of MUN's breakdancing 
society, Tony Ingram, burst through 
the door and started grooving to phat 
beatz on the council tables in celebra-
tion. He was joined by 54 engineering 
students who wanted to beat the crap 
out of poverty, ousiness students, and 
metrosexuals. 
"Mmm mmm mm!" said Flaherty 
whose mouth was stuffed with 
beets. 
• Meanwhile, nobody noticed that 
VP Finance and self proclaimed sex-
iest man on campus Mike Lovell was 
beating off under the table. 
• Defaced campus with 
Hiatus stickers 
Christopher Nicholas 
for being seleded 
Chris's low level 
of academic 
performance has 
set the standard 
by w'hich all 
dropouts are 
judged. 
• Award o' merit in dem 
ebonies, yo! 
• Got shot 7-9 times 
"Amazing Dropout of the Weak" 
Couch Monkey 
st. John's -
Drop out of school today! 
• Oopest rhymes 
Get the least out of Smemorial! 
• 
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Metrosex-symbols Neon Lights of the Cinema rock it like it's nobody's business. Well, maybe it's Castor Troy's business. I'M CASTOR TROY. 
Neon Li~ ts s ine on St 
BY HILL FOWL 
Downtown St. John's bar The Spur 
played host to a musical event of 
monumental proportions last week-
end, as Neon Lights of the Cinema 
came to town to close out their cross-
country tour, which kicked off in 
Vancouver the night before. 
'Tm just looking forward to get-
ting home to my girlfriend, writing 
her some poems, and covering her 
in peanut butter," said lead singer 
Django del Pronto. 
"It's been a hard 24 hours," said 
guitarist Blaine Koontz. "We had to 
lug all of our equipment from the 
show to the airport by ourselves, 
since we don't have any roadies. We 
tried to hire some once, but our fans 
said we sold out. So we fired 'em." 
Neon Lights are promoting their 
newest album Robotica Volume VI: 
Bling, Bitches, and Blow. Their unique 
style, which combines the industri-
al rock tones ofRammstien with the 
soulful folk ofJoni Mitchell, has been 
hailed by most critics as a musical 
revolution. 
"Yeah, I'd have to agree with that," 
said Koontz. "I haven't really heard 
anything lately that's better than us, 
so I figure it's true." 
Drummer Jim Finkle thinks 
Volume VI is the band's best work 
to date. 
"I think one of the problems with 
Volume V was that my kettle drum 
wasn't featured enough," he said. 
"But we worked with our produc-
er and really brought out that kettle 
flavour on this album." 
They aren't without their detrac-
tors, though. Rolling Stone has de-
cried them as being "noisy", "heart-
burn-inducing", and "offensive to 
midgets everywhere." . 
"They just don't understand us," 
said del Pronto. "We're poets. That 
magazine is owned by a large media 
conglomerate. Our new song, 'Kick 
Midgets in the Face', is about that 
kind of people, and how they always 
work to keep us down." 
Fan reaction to the concert was 
mixed as well. 
"I've bought every one of their 
albums, even the overseas concert 
bootlegs from 1992, and I've nev-
er heard them sound so bad," said 
concert goer Chris Dunne. "It was 
like they weren't even trying. I think 
Django may have eaten too much 
peanut butter before the show or 
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something." 
Overhearing Dunne, fan John 
Wrice interjected by beating James 
over the head with a souvenir tube of 
neon gas purchased at the show. 
"No one disses the Neon Lights!" 
he shouted, before passing out from 
the fumes. 
Neon Lights will be heading back 
into the studio to record Robotica 
Volume VII: Bounce, Muthafucka 
next year. In the meantime, Koontz 
has been working on a solo project. 
"Yeah, it's gonna be an all-glocken-
spiel quartet," he said. "That instru-
ment really speaks to me, y'know?" 
All Fucked Up: Best mixtape evah 
BY RAUL ALOUISIOUS MCGILLICUDDY 
SANFORD AND SON FLINTSTONE 
Sometimes I just can't handle the 
shallow messages in popular music. I 
mean, I'm a pretentious arts student 
with plastic-rimmed glasses and a 
job at The Moose - I need something 
deeper and more meaningful than 
Radiohead or Coldplay to define my 
search for enlightenment. When I take 
time out to reflect on life's greater mys-
teries and my role in the universe, I 
turn instead to these masterpieces. 
1. "Achy Breaky Heart" - Billy Ray 
Cyrus. This poignant portrait of a 
broken heart makes me tear up every 
time. And the references to terrorism 
("It might blow up and kill this man") 
are just prophetic. It is truly an alle-
gory for our times. 
2. "Who Let the Dogs Out?" - The 
Baha Men. Who did let the dogs out? 
A deep philosophical question, un-
answered through the ages. Take a 
moment and just reflect on the pos-
sibilities. Was it your brother? The 
neighbour? I could muse on this for 
hours. 
3. "Hamsterdance." I wish I had a 
singing voice like this hamster. It's 
hauntingly beautiful, soulful, and pas-
sionate. Only this song could make me 
understand the pain of being a pet ro-
dent in a cage. I can relate. 
4 . . "Saturday Night" - Whigfield. 
Ahhh saturday night. A night for fri-
volity and debauchery, or one that's 
"alright for fightin'" as some would 
have you believe? I think the master 
scribe, Whigfield, got it right when 
she sang "Da ba da dan dee dee dee da 
nee na na na - be my baby." Be my 
baby, indeed. 
5. "The Bad Touch" - Bloodhound 
Gang. I have become more conscious 
of society's taboos because of this clas-
sic piece. If rhinos can do it in pub-
lie, why can't I? Chcrllenge your sexu-
al hang-ups and go for it. Freud would 
approve. 
6. "The Macarena." Not only are the 
lyrics masterfully penned to make one 
ponder the benefits of ethnic diversi-
ty, but the accompanying dance, with 
its primal gyrations, offers health ben-
efits as well. I lost 30 pounds on the 
Macarena diet. Truly a grand exam-
ple of mind and body coming togeth-
er in a harmonious union. 
Mark Cluett 
Outgoing Editor-in-Chief 
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Thank You 
Noreen Golfman, Dave Cochrane, 
Gerry Kavanagh, Pizza Empire, 
Marketing and Communications, 
Student Affairs and Services, 
CUP, Wikipedia, the Internet when 
it's not off, Campus Plus, Canon, 
Apple, Acer, Canadian Oxford 
Dictionary, Sean Patrick Sullivan, 
Gmail, Roger Bill, MUNSU, Ivor 
Tassel, Steve Nash, Castor Troy, 
and anyone we've forgotten. 
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MUN should really yank those birds 
It's been months now and that poor 
seagull is still stuck in Burton's 
Pond. When will MUN do some-
thing about my bird! 
You'd think with all the resourc-
es MUN have they'd be able to 
just grab my bird and pull. But no, 
MUN has chosen to ignore my bird, 
to let my bird hang out in the cold 
Newfoundland elements. 
What if it was your bird, MUN? 
Your bird just sticking up out there, 
frozen solid - popping up out of that 
frozen pond? Would you be so lax 
in your attempts to a grab a hold of 
that bird and tug? 
But alas, that lonely bird stands 
erect at Burton's Pond, waiting for 
the long hand of Memorial's ad-
ministration to clutch it and jerk 
it out. 
So what can you, the student, do 
to help our bird? How's about puttin' 
on your fancy red shushin' gloves 
and and getting messy? Now, run 
over to Burton's Pond and reach for 
a bird. Simple as that. Seize the bird 
and joggle it from it's frozen grave. 
Next, lobby your student union. 
What we need is needs-based grants 
- when your bird needs a yankin', 
they shoud be a crankin' ! Crankin' 
out the scrilla for the resources need-
ed to remove that bird from it's icy 
domicile. Seriously, these tug jobs 
can be expensive. 
And where's our exalted leader 
Danny 'Millions' during all of this? 
Those fat cats up at the confedera-
tion building just produced a bud-
get with a surplus - how about a few 
measly bucks for a life jacket and a 
box of Kleenex? (That bird might be 
messy once we yank it.) 
You'd think with all of Danny's 
money from selling that Atlantic 
Accord to Canada he'd throw a dol-
lar or two this way. Accords don't 
run cheap these days. Even if it is 
from the Atlantic, an Accord retains 
its value as a used automobile no 
matter what province it was in. 
But, in all honesty, we just can't 
have random birds sticking out ev-
erywhere on campus. You don't re-
ally want to be walking to your class 
and having a bird just pop up. You 
LE I I ERS TO THE HEDITOR 
Bring 
children to 
the Church 
I have been with the Roman 
Catholic church in Newfoundland 
and Labrador for a long time, and 
have seen a sharp decline in church 
attendance and the general faithful-
ness of the community. Catholicism 
is a treasured institution on this is-
land, and it is a shame to see such a 
thing happen. 
So, I encourage all readers of The 
Moose to bring their children into 
the church. I have always loved chil-
dren in many ways, and consid-
er them some of the most beauti-
ful creatures in the world. So very 
beautiful. 
Bishop Archibald Lilliman 
Crazy war 
I don't understand all this focus the 
media is pouring on the war in my 
crack. This is a matter between me 
and my proctologist alone, and the 
American military has nothing to 
do with it! 
How on Earth are 150,000 troops 
going to fit in my pants? If you, the 
international news media really do 
want to report on my rectal health, 
don't do so in such a plainly absurd 
manner. It's just plain silly. 
And stop talking about the upris-
ing in my fallujah! That's between 
me and my gynecologist. 
Emily Bush 
The CFS is A-
OK 
I have recently heard some bizarre 
reports about the activities of the 
Canadian Federation of Students 
(CFS), and as Lord President of that 
organization I feel I should put the 
matter to rest. 
The CFS is an order based on the en-
lightenment of the populace through 
accessible university education and 
the liberation of their souls from alien 
burdens. Ever since the great galactic 
war when Lord Xenu exterminated 
much of the galaxy's population, the 
universe has been in disharmony - at 
war with itself. 
This universal war is mirrored in 
the war within each individual, made 
manifest in their neuroses and wor-
• 
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also run the risk of the birds attract-
ing unwanted pussycats. 
And you know what happens 
when you put birds and pussies to-
ries about such things as romantic re-
lationships and tuition fees. It is only 
through the reduction of post-second-
ary tuition across the universe that we 
will find harmony again. 
I also want to thank my grandchil-
dren, Jessica (operating thetan III), 
Rosa (operating thetan I), and Stella 
(she's working on it) for all their ef-
forts leading the search for tuition-
al harmony on your fine island. I will 
continue to lead the CFS campaign 
from our base, the cruise ship John 
Travolta TV, anchored off the coast of 
British Columbia. I thank everyone 
in Newfoundland and Labrador for 
their support. 
The CFS is not in any way affiliated 
with the Church of Scientology. 
Operating Thetan VIII Abraham 
Magalios 
[Editor's Note - This letter was orig-
inally 27,000 words long, but after the 
first five paragraphs, began to repeat 
itself] 
IO like to 
Mount Pearl 
Jam 
I would like to speak to William 
Alexander's and Clark Muelett's 
editorial entitled "Pearl Jam 
should die and their infidel blood 
gether! 
So, bottom line, MUN needs to 
yank my bird. 
Clark Muelett 
should flood the wretched hive of 
scum and villainy that is Mount 
Pearl" (Moose Issue 3, Volume rr). 
As a longtime fan of Pearl Jam's 
hit album Ten, and their subse-
quent albums Ten, Ten, Ten, and, 
Ten I thought their recent concert 
at the Pearlgate Track and Field 
complex was a performance on par 
with Woodstock and LiveAid put 
together and our Lord and Savior 
Jesus Christ himself rocking out 
one of those Fender Stratocaster 
guitars with extra wah-wah. 
If only those pretentious editors 
at The Moose would open up their 
lookin' holes and see that hopping 
on that sole Metrobus that services 
the Mount Pearl area would open 
up their eyes to a new musical 
world. Who needs elevators when 
Eddie Vedder's smooth vocal styles 
and Mike McCready's tasty guitar 
licks elevated me to new levels of 
euphoria? 
I tell you Alexander and 
Muelett, I rocked out so hard I 
twisted both my ankles bebopping 
and scatting to "Better Man." Just 
ask the EMT I was belting the lyr-
ics out to on the drive in the am-
bulance from Mount Pearl to the 
nearest hospital in the heart of St. 
John's. 
So, if you both still doubt the 
amazing musical talent of Pearl 
Jam, I suggest you pick up 
Pearl Jam's latest live album Live 
in Mount Pearl released five min-
utes after their concert. 
Mount Pearl 3:16 
Steve Kent 
-• • 
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Taking a dump - from behind! HOBO BILL 
Dumpsters - .not just for eating 
SEX? 
BY CLARK MUELETT 
After having some plain ol' meat and 
potatoes missionary style porkin' for 
so long, some couples feel the need for 
adventure. 
When the cowgirl, the reverse 
cowgirl, doggie-style, donkey-style, 
squashing the lawn chair, the rusty 
trombone, the Cleveland steamer, the 
Chinatown surprise, finger cuffs, the 
blossoming flower, the butterfly, the 
octopus, the Italian chandelier, and 
the Carbonear camel-fluffer all leave 
you cold, you may feel like you've tried 
everything. 
But don't fret my pets, there's still 
hobo-style. 
That's right, deep in Robin Hood 
Bay, the prince of thieves turns into 
the prince of pleasure - you haven't 
gotten it on until you've gotten it on 
in seagull feces and eggshells. 
Of course, a big part of any sexual 
relationship is trust. You have to trust 
that your sexy partner won't scoop up 
a big handful of Uncle Ben's wild rice 
and soiled teabags, chomping down 
for a midnight snack. Once you two 
have set your boundaries - and your 
meal plans - then it's time to get down 
and dirty ... and we mean dirty. Like 
George Michael dirty. 
One oft-undiscovered aspect of 
hobo-style is the lube. From old dish-
detergent to Thanksgiving's gravy, 
there's a wide array of possible lubri-
cation agents. If you are particularly 
lucky, you may come across a Sobey's 
bag of a young child's vomit. The 
younger the better, as toddlers tend to 
eat fewer solids and lack the abundance 
of chunks in their up-chuckery. 
Another upside to the trash-mash 
is the wealth of dildo-like objects, 
for the low, low price of zero dollars. 
Why shell out the big bucks for a sili-
con butt-plug when you've got broken 
broom handles, old bananas, zucchi-
nis, and those cardboard tubes at the 
end of a role of paper towels. 
An extra dump-diddling treat is the 
library of pornographic material avail-
able at your local waste treatment fa-
cilities. It's no trouble to spice up your 
sex life when you're looking at nud-
ie pies covered in pepper, rosemary, 
oregano, paprika and cinnamon. Send 
shivers down your lover's spine with a 
pea-soup soaked portrait of his or her 
favourite porn star. 
So, next time you think your sex 
life is garbage, remember ... that's not 
a bad thing. 
Give Hand a hand for a good job 
BY CHILLIN L. DYLAN 
I admit it. I sort of have a thing for 
Scott Hand, the handsome president 
of the amazing corporation INCO. 
OK, it's more than a thing. I'm com-
pletely infatuated with him. I love him 
so much I want to run away with him 
to the deepest jungles of Guatamala 
and just pee on his chest all day. With 
that said, I also believe that INCO 
is easily the best corporation ever to 
be formed in the entire world. Ever. 
Seriously. 
Whenever I see peace lovin' hippies 
dance about in tie dyed clothes, talk-
ing about "evil" corporations, I just 
want to shake a log off all over their 
faces. Who do they think they are? 
They call INCO - the world's largest 
nickel producer - "evil." These people 
are obviously taking too much acid -
all those colourful talking ducks are 
blinding them to the truth. 
Every INCO employee is like a 
walking Jesus. A Good Samaritan. A 
Latter-day Saint. (Who are they any-
way? I just know they had very cool 
commercials in the 90s.) Anyway, 
INCO employees are good people, like 
you and me. Well, I assume you're 
good people. I know I am. Are you 
good? Do you wonder, "What would 
INCO do?" on a daily basis? If so, you 
are good people. 
In the past month alone, INCO has 
helped clean up the mess of the other, 
less godly, mining companies. As well, 
they are having talks with govern-
ments worldwide to implement strict-
er environmental laws - they want 
to make mining as green as planting 
trees. If I ever meet Scott Hand I am 
planting a great big kisseroo on his 
pretty cheek. What a great guy! 
In Indonesia, INCO heard that 
there was a rise in asthma amongst 
children. Of course, it is impossible 
for this to be due to their smokestacks, 
as INCO just designed the most en-
vironmentally-friendly mining facil-
ities known to exist today. So, even 
though it is no fault of INCO's, they 
still feel so bad for the innocent peo-
ple who are suffering due to poor air 
quality. Therefore, they are build-
ing hospitals and providing mone-
tary aid to anyone in Indonesia who 
needs healthcare. 
Why, if I know Scotty Too-Hotty 
well enough, he'd give everything he 
has to those people. I'm sure he would 
breathe his last breath into one of 
those poor asthmatic children. Gosh, 
the thought of him kissing an inno-
cent child really turns me on. While 
I admit I have a kinky side, I wouldn't 
hesitate to act all innocent if it meant 
just one kiss from him. Surely he only 
dates chaste ladies. Well Scotty boy, I 
could be just the women you need. 
His lips are so plump and moist ... 
Scotty sure has done a lot for INCO. 
And he sure is a sexy, beautiful beast. 
I have to go touch myself, these feel-
ings are too much! 
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How.many 
baby seals have 
you killed this 
week? 
BY PRAT SWEET DUBS 
AND /OHN SPAGHETTI 
Too many to count ... but 
don't tell Lind.« .I mean 
Heather. Live and let die, 
bitches! 
--
-
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Sea-Hawks' volleyballer Sasha Wilkens injects some of that sweet sweet juice. MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS 
St.eroid scandal shocks Sea-Hawks 
Dandra says his 'roids 
were as fake as his 
research 
BY MOOSE SPORTS GOONS 
It appears that former MUN profes-
sor Rajiv Dandra was providing more 
than nutritional advice to Sea-Hawks 
athletes - he was also juicing them up 
with steroids. 
The Varsity Athletics office has 
been vehemently denying the scan-
dal all week, claiming the positive 
drug tests of athletes from every 
MUN team were false and probably 
caused by drinking fountain water in 
the Physical Education building. 
Most of the student population, 
who don't give a shit about MUN 
sports, are also siding with the ath-
letes. 
"Those teams all suck," said Lacey 
Apollo, a second-year English ma-
jor who insists she only goes to the 
games to ogle the basketball team. "If 
they were on steroids wouldn't they 
be winning more often?" 
Indeed it hasn't been an amaz-
ing year for the MUN teams, with 
no championships, several losing re-
cords, and recently an outbreak of 
athletes freaking out and quitting. 
"BAHAHAHA didn't they know 
that none of my shit worked?" laughed 
a deranged sounding Dandra in a 
phone interview from his Fortress of 
Solitude in Switzerland. 
When asked why he would rec-
ommend university athletes to in-
ject themselves with his concoctions 
Dandra responded: "All the research 
money MUN could give me just wasn't 
as cool as courtside seats next to the 
cheerleaders." 
Dandra, however, couldn't explain 
why the athletes were testing positive. 
"Seriously, I told my lab assistant to 
take $too downtown and bring back 
something for the team." 
This week while being grilled by the 
local media over the departure of sev-
eral of his star players, men's basket-
ball coach Todd Aughey began acting 
strangely. First he approached col-
umnist John Browne of The Telegram 
and sat on his lap. After nuzzling into 
Browne's neck for a while, he moved 
onto Don Power of The Express. 
Power pushed Aughey away before 
the crazed coach could grab his beard, 
sending Aughey into a rage. 
Women's volleyball coach Mellissa 
Oates, smiling woozily up from a jum-
bo-sized bowl of Quaker Oatmeal, 
had to overcome an extended fit of 
laughter before commenting on the 
alleged drug use at MUN. 
"That shit was potent," she said, 
"Oh snap - not steroids ... our team 
would never take anything from 
Dandra, he was a creep and kept hit-
ting on our rookies." 
Sasha Wilkens, the rookie-of-the-
year and one of MUN's best volley-
ball players denies using any steroids, 
claiming the bandage she always 
wears on one shoulder is due to a 
past injury. 
However local authorities have 
loosely connected Wilkens to a ste-
roid ring run out of Conception Bay 
South called CBALCO. The labora-
tories were established first by Victor 
Conte Jr. of Barry Bonds doping fame, 
but have since been taken over by a 
local bodybuilder named Michael 
Wahl. 
Wahl has recently grown rich from 
the profits of both his lab and training 
program called Pummel-Living. After 
his bi-monthly workout, Moose sports 
editor John Spaghetti was approached 
by a shady-looking Wahl. 
"Hey Spaghetti, you look lankier 
than ever, didn't I tell you to drink 
those pummel-shakes with your pum-
mel-nuts for your pummel-meals?" 
said Wahl. 
Seconds later Wilkens emerged 
from the change room behind Wahl, 
threw out a medical bag, and went 
back to favouring her shoulder. 
Spaghetti began to question Wahl 
about his training routine with the 
young power-hitter. Wahl's temples 
bulged, and his eyes flashed with an-
ger before he grabbed Spaghetti and 
forced him into a smelly duffel bag. 
Spaghetti's body would turn up 
in the strength and condition centre 
weeks later and an autopsy revealed he 
died due to push-up related deaths. 
At press time many athletes had 
been cleared of steroid use since they 
were mainly injecting themselves with 
rainwater collected from a downtown 
drain. 
